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íálectroBtatic storage tubes have heea selected for the 

high-speed internal memory of the Whirlwind computers. The tubes'' 

are of the deflection type where a cathode ray beam writes on a 

dielectric surface. Both plus and minus signals are read out of ' 

the tubes representing the digit 0 ant 1, Signals are stored per¬ 

manently and are maintained by a holding gun. 

The present tube status now lies between the research 

and the development phase«. Large output signals of about 0.1 volt*, 

for a reading time of 3 microseconds las been obtained. Signal-to¬ 

no! se ratio in most cases isexcellent. The spacing between stored 

charges is good butshould be reduced somewhat. Changes in gun 

current, the dielectric thickness, and the secondary emitting 

material should be made to reduce the writing time from the pre¬ 

sent BO to 60 microseconds. Better independence of control on 

stored charges ic desirable and technioues seem available for 

achieving independent control. 

One tube lias recently been tested which would store 12 

data points in a three-quarter inch diameter circle. Tests on tube 

life and the life of secondary emitting surfaces are under way, 

but results have not yet been obtained. 

Volume 9, M-159, summarises the storage tube program to 

date. Memorandum M-130 discueses some re ulte obtained on one oí 

the first complete storage tubes. Better operation has been ob¬ 

tained with more recent models. 

In B-110 is the storage tube presentation to the Harvard 

Computation Symposium in January 1947. The objectives outlined 

there still seem reasonable. Tae use of low energy electrons from 
a holding .110. was discussed and this feature has been tested in 

trial tubes. 

Volume 9, M-130, stows the division of staff time in the 

storage tube work. Test equipment Is included in Volume 19. Much 

time has been devoted to eacmun tube techniques, some of which are 

discussed In Volume 9, M-159, M-113, and M—46. Some studies with 

an electrolytic plotting tank are reported in Volume 9, M-56 and 

R~130. 
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X 
The study of aluminum oxide ae a dielectric and preparation 

of satisfactory surfaces is discussed in the work hy Macdonald, Vol¬ 
ume 10, B-131 and R~128. 

Deflection circuits for electrostatic tubes have been pro¬ 
ven feasible. Deflection circuits and power amplifiers are reported 
in Volume 10, £—33, £-31, Sönd 11-120. 
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Project Whirlwind 
Servomechanisms Laboratory 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

SUBJECT; STORAGE TUBE SUMMARY 

Xos Jay W<. Forrester, H0 Fahnestock, R.> Everett, H» Boyd, 
Storage l’ube Grovg» 

From; Stephen Dodd, William Nolan, Patrick Touts 

Date* November 10, 1947 

The following sections of this memorandum trace the course of 
the project work on high-speed high-capacity internal storage through tho 

following phases: 11) Initial survey and new ideas«, 
2) Serial digit-transmission storage tubes0 
3) Parallel digit-transmission storage tubes«. 
A) Test equips ent, 
5) Tube construction technique and high vacuum investigations., 

INITIAL SURVEY : UJU ( CA u ijUit 

As discussed elsewhere, the more common forms of internal storage 
were discarded as not meeting Project Whirlwind requirements. Vacuum tube 
flip-flops are impossible because of size and costo Mercury delay lines and 
magnetic drums would require waiting time and would be too slow0 

Supersonic merciry delay-line storage is now being used by some 
computer projects. The delay line consists of a column of mercury with 
crystal transducers at either end. One crystal receives an electrical 
nuise ind transmits e supersonic pulse which travels the length of the 
mercury column. The second crystal picks up this pulse and reconverts it 
to an electrical pulse. This pulse is then reshaped and reinserted into 
the first crystal, thus allowing a stored pulse to circulate imtil i 
necessary for the computer to use it. Since one must wait until the pulse 
comes to the end of mercury delay line before the stored pulse can be used, 
this results in a large amount of lost time. This lost ^ * 
certain extent, be avoided by using long and short delay lines, and progran 
ming the insertion of the ctored number so that it will be available at s-he 
correct time. An obvious disadvantage of this method is the complicated 
program and the extra switching required. With mercury delay lines there is 
a very rigid requirement on cleanliness, since any dirt collecting between 
the mercury and the crystal, destroys the impedance match at this point. Also, 
the lines must be temperature controlled within close limits«, 
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* Bûfcpix of photo-tubes was investigated as a conversion device 
in a data a- program storage system. The numbers were represented by a 
matrix array of transparent and opaque areas on a lantern slide or fxlia 
which could* bo projected by an optical system on an image plane» Photo¬ 
tubes were placed in a rectangular array with their cathodes lying in this 
imago pinna » Presence of light on a particular photo-tube would produce a 
currant which could be detected, giving a video signal corresponding to u J 
the presence of a binary digit at a particular place on the data slide» 
Hi© use of various commercial photo-tube# was investigated and it was lound 
that the response of thoso circuits was satisfactory » Pulsed light sourc ..3 
to give short high-intensity pulses of light wore also investigated as 
projection lights for those photo-tube matrices0 

Another method of supplying input data to a high speed digital 
computer is to place a perforated opaque card across the face of a cathode 
ray tube provided with a suitable linear scanning circuit, so that as the 
beam sweeps over a row of holes in the card, the resulting light pulses 
any be picked up by a photo-tube and. converted into a train of electrical. 
pulses with the sau» distribution in time as the distribution on a 1-no oí 
the original perforation«, Such a device has been termed a "scope reader" 
and was investigated to ascertain come of its capabilities and limitations. 
An investigation was also m&do to determine the desirability of using an 
iconoscopeJßa a data conversion unit in place of the photo-tube matrix 
discussed above. The results of this investigation are given in the master o 
thesis written by M, Essigman entitled "Photosensitiv® Devices as Data 
Converters for Electronic Digital. Computers”, 

At the time that different storage methods were being considered, 
ECA was developing an electrostatic storage tuba for the Evans Signal _ 
laboratory. This'tube was based upon the orthicon-tube type of operation 
with magnetic deflection arid focus. The storage eurfaco was limited to a 
one-inch screen size, .although the development could be extended to utilize 
a three-inch tub®. The ECA storage tubes differed in characteristics rather 
widely from one tube to another, and required at least five sweeps oí the 
electron beam to establish a steady—state storage condition. At tho timo 
considered, the tubs was in an early development stage end not satisfactory 
for uso in our computer, 

II, .SERIAL STORAGE 

After reviewing the whole field, it was apparent that there wore 
no suitable storage methods available commercially or under development, so 
it seemed necessary for us to develop our oto storage system, Tho .first 
digital computer considered by Project Whirlwind was of the serial digit* 
transmission type, 

Tho computer storage requirement wan somewhat similar to the 
storage problems encountered in radar MTI work, Tho Hacliation Lobos story 
had worked with an electrostatic storage tube, which while not adequate for 
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our requirement, showed promisee For a time it looked as though ari 
engineering extension of the Radiation Laboratory storage tube would 
solve the storage problem oî & ©eri&l computer® The Radiation Lc'oorator\y 
storage for MTI work used the surface of the screen of a. normal five—inch 
cathode ray tube« The outside of the tube face was covered with a half- 
silvered signal-plato so that although the spots that viere chargea were 
visible from outside the tube, the tube surface was covered with a con¬ 
ducting layer» A sweep voltage was applied to the horizontal deflection 
platos and the beam of the cathode ray tube intensity modulated as it 
swept across the screen to store a charge pattern on the linou A low 
current of constant intensity could then be swept across the line end 
the different charges established by the writing beam would be discharged. 
By capacitive coupling to the external signal plate, the output of the 
tube was readc By making the reading beam of very low intensity, it was 
possible to read tho stored data several times before erasure0 This typo 
of storage inherently requires serial-type data transmission« Personnel 
who had worked on storage tubes at tho Radiation Laboratory felt that it 
would only be necessary to develop refinements in circuits and test equip— 
mont used with this tube to obtain tho results required by tho computer 
application» Therefore, this project embarked on a program of developing 
adéquat© test equipment and circuits to investigate the tube« Tho results 
of those tests wore unsatisfactory. Storage as had boon demonstrated in 
Radiation Laboratory tests was observed« However, tho stored signals were 
comparable to the noise level and storage phenomena appeared to depend 
only on second—order effects within the tubes, 

III. STORAGE FOR A COMPUTER USING PARALLEL 01011..^^.3^1851(11. 

On the basis of block diagram studies made during the period 
when equipment was being developed for testing tho serial-type data 
storage, it became increasingly desirable from a speed aid programming 
point of view to us© parallel digit transmission for the Will and WW2 
computers « In the parallel system it is desirable to atore only a single 
digit of any given number on each tubo« Storage would dopend upon control / 
of the secondary emission from a surface bombarded by an electron stream 
and not upon the second order offsets used as a storage phenomena in the *#» 
serial tube previously described« 

A new storage tube program was organized in October, 1946 to 
select a satisfactory operating principle for th© tub® and to develop this 
into an operating system« Th© selected plans contsmplatod storage on a 
dielectric surface in front of which was a perforated grid and behind which 
was a signal plate« Operation would consist of raising or lowering the 
signal plate voltage, after which the electron beam would be pulsed to bring 
the potential of a particular spot on the dielectric to the front g^'id ^ 
potential. The signal plate could then be returned to its neutral position 
and the stored signal read capacitively from the charge when it is equalized 
by a second application of the electron beam« See R-110 and M-lgO for a 
more complet© description of tho operating principle selected for use« 

4f i* 
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This program required tho design# construction, and tos ting 
0f ojmerimantai storage tubos« Much of the tout equipment which uias 
developed for use with tho serial type storage tube was adoquc.vi for 
use with this tube. One‘of the first major problems in this program 
was the procurement oí tubo cosia traction facilities o After investi¬ 
gation of the tube construction field it decided that construction 
by sub-contract with a commercial firm would be unsatisfactory because 
this would require long waiting periods and construction methods not 
wider our control« Project Whirlwind, therefore, set out to build it 
oro tubes, using tubs construction facilities available at M.I.T« 

In the first stops of tho program several tubes were constructed 
to study the basic storage phenomena« Tost equipment was Improved and the 
most Important and difficult-of the problems to be solved were identified«, 
These tubes aro discussed in the following sections0 

Mod 1 Tube 

An isometric drawing of the Mod 1 tube is shown in Drawing 
3-303II. The construction of the tubo is similar to that of a 5CP1 
cathode-ray tube. At the largo end of the tube, two storage assemblies 
and a «beam catcher" were located in separate glass necks sealed into the 
face of the tube« Construction of the storage assemblies are shown in 
Drawing 0-30310. The construction of some pares of the tube are also 
shown schematically in Drawings A-31014, ¿«30352 and A-3914? » 

Two types of storage assemblies were used in this tube, one in 
which tho signal plate was a nickel plate pressed against tho back of tho 
juica dielectric, and the otter having a signal plate consisting of platinum 
paint applied to the back of the mica dielectric. The dielectric was a 
mica sheet approximately 0,,0030 inches thick« The screen was 15 rail nickel 
sheet perforated with thirteen l/l6~inch diameter holes spaced 3/16-inch 
aparto' Tho front surface of this ocroon was coated with willemite to 
permit focus and positioning of the beam« 

The beam current of this tube, when measured under static condi¬ 
tions, was found to be much lower than was expected« When operated with <* 
low duty cycle, the beam current curve appeared normal « This was believed 
to be duo to cathode poisoning, a belief which was strengthened by evidence 
of gas in the tube« Current measurements on tho tube aro shown in Drawings 
A-38304 and A-32303. 

The tube was set up for storing and reading of microsecond pulsea « 
A block diagram of the test equipment is shown in Drawing B-39132., Using 
writing gates of 50 volt amplitude it was possible to store and read.one- 
micro second pulses, the polarity depending on the polarity of the writing 
gate used, Storagp for times up to 10 minutes was found possible without 
appreciable decrease of output signal« 
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It vraa observed that repeated storing and reacting at one spot 
on the diolectric would ©rase signals stored at adjacent points« 
Attempts to determine the magnitude and causea of this effect by opera¬ 
tion of the tube with screen potentials such as would tend to prevent 
the scattering of secondary electrons were not entirely scccossiu. ,- 
Repeated writing at one point with on® microsecond pulses was used during 
these tsotßo The beam was than deflected to an adjacent spot and the 
charge measured by repeated reading-. 

Further tests with abort pulses were then dropped and attempts 
woro mad© to charge the surface with a single long pulse« It was also 
decided to switch the signal plato instead of the screen since switching 
the screen affected the deflection fields within the tube and required 
readjustment of the deflection voltages« With the signal plate set at 
one potential« 2500 microsecond pulses of baaia current were repeatedly 
applied to the dielectric until no output signal could be observed« The 
signal plate potential was then changed by 50 volts, (either positive or 
negative) and the charging currant to the dielectric surface measured«, 

The charging currents observed (shown in Drawings A-31102 to 
A-31113) were of such magnitude and duration as would be necessary to 
charge the entire storage surface« The charging in a negative direction 
was much faster, corresponding initially to collection of the entire beem 
current by the surface« This charging was complete in approximately 50U 
microseconds« Charging in a positive direction was relatively slow, 
requiring several, pulses for completion« The initial charging current 
was only about 155? of the berm current« Charging In this direction repre¬ 
sents a loss of electrons by the surface, which could probably take place 
only by emission of secondary electrons« It was believed that scattering 
of electrons having sufficiently high velocity to release secondaries 
accounted for this«. Such electrons might originate from the point oí 
impact of the beam on the dielectric or from the edges of the holes in the 

screen« 

These tests indicated that any signal stored on the dielectric 
would be erased by scattered electrons sft*r a few hundred operations<> 
To determino the effect of greater mechanical spacing, a similar sot of 

■teats were performed by stabilising on one storage assembly, writing on 
the other, and then returning to the first« Although this increased 
spacing decreased the rate of charging, the effect was still present« _ 
The problem of at crag© with this type of storage assembly is complicated 
by the fact that scattering of a very small, fraction of the beam curren fc 
will effect erasure of stored signals« 

Mod 2 Tube 

The envelope for the Mod 2 tube was nonex tubing with an outside 
diameter of two inches and a wall thickness of 1/16 inch« The tube was 
thirteen inches long« A cylindrical envelope was selected because it is 

. Ü 
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the simplest type of envelope which lends itself to tube construction 
Mon ox was used because tuns: ten-glass seals could be made«» A ;Cr electron 
avn was assembled for this tube« The storage assembly consisted of a 
perforated nickel-sheet grid with tldrteen storage holes of l/li/ diameter„ 
The dielectric was Ruby African mica approximately «OOS'1 thick« Ire 
plate was an evaporated gold plating with a single terminal consisting of a 
nickel rectangle riveted to the trica, with gold washers to make contact lath 
the gold platingo This storage structure is quite similar to the storage 
structure used in Mod 1 and shown on drawing £-*30310« The electron gun and 
the grid structure wore mounted on 10-pin none« presses« The rail coating 
for the second and third anode was Doxana graphite suspension end sodium 
silicate (75S by weight)« Water was added to give the proper consistency« 
A 5C?1 baso and connections were used for the electron gun so that it yícm 
fit into tho tost equipment,, The base was fastened to the glass with pl.,ce;e 
cement0 Two connections wer« nade tta-ough the storage structure press to the 
third anode coating by means of tungsten cantilevers« 

Tho performance cd: tho electron gun in this tube was identical with 
that of a regular 5CP1 cathode ray tube, thus showing that the cylindrical 
type of envelop© could be used with this gun« Tne guns were not entirely 
satisfactory, however, because the intensity and focus of the ; C., gun aru 
interdependent« They were, however, the only guns immediately ayaiUbl©« 
Tests on the tube indicated that there was no electrical connections between 
the signal plai.Q and its lend,, There was no indication in the tests that any 
siffnal plate was present in tho tub®0 This restricted observations of the 
storage phenomena to the spot closest to the signal pißte load« do appréciais. ¿ 
stored signal was observed in any other spot« The evaporated gold signo.;, 
plat© had evidently been destroyed during the baking-out of the -ube0 oiorago 
at the single spot available* indicated a time constant of decay of tne stored 
signal of approximately two seconds« 

Mod 3 Tube« 

This tub© was constructed in a standard 5-inch cathode ray tube 
envelop© with three necks added on the screen end of the tub© to hold thra© 
separate storage assemblies« These storage assemblies were each different, 
but, were put in the samo envelope for comparison purposes« One storage 
structure was the same as those used in lod 1 and was used to check the Mod 1 
tube operation and construction « A second storage assembly was the same ae 
this one except that mica barriers were added between the nickel screen and 
the mica dielectric to provido isolation between tho different storage spots« 
This type of storage assembly is shown schematically in Drawing A^ílUip« ^ 
The third storage assembly was constructed with a wire mesh screen instead o.. 
the nickel plate« - This screen was made of 40-mesh nickol wire and was 
assembled against, the «004 inch thick mica dielectric« A silver coating was 

used for the signal plate« 

-Aal-.Wíí_ . i. il . • .T . A! 
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PreHMnary teats on the Mod 3 tube Indicated that th© spot 
focea was vary poor and that quantitative storage tests wro irapesaibio, 
since the aoount of boato cuiront that entered th© hoi© and the t....ac 
distribution of charge entering th© hole during a beam current pulso 
were ufilmovou Even qualitative teats were hard to interpret, so » was 
docided that some chango in the tube would be necessary. The gun in tho 
Mod 3 tub© was changed frac a Í3CP to a 5 UP and the now tub© labelled . 
Mod 3Ao 

Mod 3A Tube 

Testa on this tube indicated that there was no connection 
between th© third-anode pin and the. aqvadag coating. The tube was there¬ 
fore not usable and further tests w ero dis continued. 

Mod 4 Tuba 

A Mod 4 tube was constructed as a replacement for the Mod 2 tubo 
and was similar in all respects except that the signal plate was mad© from 
silver paint applied to the back of the mica dielectric. This tube was 
tested, and found to duplicate ths characteristics observed in Mod 19 

Mod 5 Tubo 

The design of previous tubes had the undesirable feature of 
allowing stray electrons to flow to the unshielded signal plat®, causing 
either positivo or negative signals depending on the secondary escapo 
ratio at the signal plate. This unwanted signal was often larger than the 
desired signal/ The Mod 5 tuba was designed to shield the signal plato 
from these stray electrons. The charging current to the .mica dielectric _ 
surface and tho mica resistivity measurement made on this tube were ¿aci-.'.- 
tated by this special design. The storage assembly consisted.of a number o,. 
concentric cylindrical anodes, insulated from each other by mica barriers. 
An assembly of the electrodes is shown in Drawing £-39266» Tnia storage 
structure was assembled with a 5CP electron gun in a 2-inch di.Ciietsr 
cylindrical envelope. The tests on tho Mod 6 tube showed, the feasibility 
of measuring leakage resistance through the mica dielectric and the mica 
secondary omission ratio The results of those tests showed a resistivity 
of about 101-* ohm-centimeters and a .majeuaua secondary emission ratio oi 
about ln6 at 300 volts accelerating potential. fftläAuurf 
Mod 6 Tube 

This tub© was constructed as a replacement for tho Mod 3 tube. 
The three storage assemblies were of the same construction «accept for the 
assembly with the mica barriers between holes. In this assembly the mica 
barrier was replaced by a pyrex barrier. Tests on this tuba indicated that 
the operation of the storage assembly of the type used in Mods 1, 2, ana u 

¿ ¿ 'â-júO&iàMÚà -.: ■ A. J < . 
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showed little deviation from the operation of those tubes0 The storage 
assembly vdth the pyrex verriers indicated an isolation between spots 
which was better than that of Mod 1 by a factor of approximately two„ 
Tho storage assembly with the wir a mesh screen showed characteristics 
intermediate between those two surfaces as far as isolation oí spots was 
concerned. 

Tho operation of tubes Mod 3. through 6 indicated, that the main 
difficulty in the use of such tubes for practical storage lies in, the 
fact, that repeated operations of reading and writing at one point would, 
eventually discharge or erase signals at surrounding points 

COMPLETE STORAGE TUBES ï 

Tests on the previous tubes had provided sufficient information 
to justify constructing a complete tube with holding gun supplying low 
energy electrons as mentioned in R-110. This principle is the same as 
used in certain German storage tubes and in tho RCA Solectron,, The use 
of an auxiliary gun} acting as a holding gun, to supply these low velocity 
electrons, was therefore decided upon. The principle of operation of tho 
holding gun is described on page 2 of Memorandum M—130« In addition to a 
holding {pm, isolation of stored charges from secondary redistribution was 
desired. 

Mod 7 and Mod 9 Tubes 

The use of the holding gun principle required storage surfaces 
with much more closely controlled secondary emission characteristics than 
existed in previous tubes. Mod 7 and 9 tubes viere constructed not as 
storage tubes but to measure the secondary emission ratios and leakage 
resistance characteristics of aluminum oxide and beryllium, respectively0 
It should be realised that the aluminum oxide and beryllium are not pure 
but e/«contaminated by air and other mat er Iris® The signal plate and 
storage dielectric on Mod 7 and Mod 9 cons —.ts of an aluminum plate 1 3/3 
inches in diameter and 1/4 inch thick, half—hard, 23 aluminum, and 
anodized using the techniques described in Report R—12Ö., Drawing A»39367 
shows the construction of the signal plate for Mod 12 which is a tube with 
a storage assembly similar to those of Mods 7 and 9o Drawing A—31197 is 
the Mod 12 storage assembly which is substantially the same as that used 
for Mod 7 and Mod 9« 

;/,V' Measurements of the secondary emission ratio from Mod 7 gave a 
maximum of 2.1 at approximately 350 volts accelerating potential. This 
ratio decreased to approximately 1,,3 at 2,000 volts „ The first crossover 
potential was approximately 90 volts 0 There was reason to suspect that 
this surface might be badly contaminated with willemite phosphor so that 
the secondary emission curve just quoted would not, apply to puro aluminum 
oxideo The secondary omission curve for the beryllium surface in Mod 9 
had a maximum of 2.3 at approximately 350 volts and a secondary emission 
ratio of 105 at 2,000 volts. The first crossover of this curve was at 

. -w-...,- /VV.ii: -. Ax. i' 
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about 55 voltso These curves were not entirely reproducible and experiment¬ 
are still being conducted to determine a method of obtaining which 
can be reproduced from day to day so that life tests can be undertaken. On 
the basis of an observed time constant of decay of a charge stored on tí® 
dielectric of both Mod 7 and Mod 9, and on the basis of the method of 
anodization of the dielectric, it was computed that the volume resistivity 
of the aluminum oxide was approximately 3X101- ohm-centimeters0 Inis 
resistance is rather low but as yet the tests are not general enough to 
dra?/ definite conclusions,» 

Mod 8 Tube 

The Mod 8 storage tube had both a high velocity gun and a holding 
gun and two storage assemblies, one storage surface being plain aluminum 
oxide while the second was aluminum oxide coated with willemte« Drawing 
A-31196 for the Mod 11 storage assembly shows how both of the Mod 8 storage 
assemblies were constructed« 

After being sealed off, this tube developed gas and could not bo 
tested« Mew presses''and electron guns were sealed into the tube and a second 
attempt made to pump it« This now tube, designated Mod 8A also developed gas 
and could not be tested« The envelopes used for these tubos had a much 
greater area than ary of the previous tubes and also a large number ^ l®ad 
seals« Both these/actors increase the possibility of pinholes permitting 
air to leak in« lick of pre-baking of the coated envelope may also have 
contributed to the difficulty« 

All the early tubes in this storage tube series had mica dielectric 
surfaces« These were satisfactory from a dielectric standpoint but were not 
effective in isolating the secondary electrons that were liberated at each o~ 
the storage points from erasing adjacent points« The results of tests on 
Mod 6 indicated that an improvement was possible by the us© of mechanical 
barriers« A storage surface having a fine grain structure so that it was 
essentially continuous as far as the beam diameter was concerned but vmieb had 
this mechanical barrier feature was desired« To produce such a surface, 
aluminum was embossed with an embossing die so that the surface had a large 
number of small recessed pockets separated by thin dividing walls« ouch a 
griddle surface was then anodized to form an aluminum oxide »surface« Much 
experimenting was done to obtain a method of anodizing which would yield good 
film thickness, resistivity, dielectric constant, and breakdown strength« 

Mod 10 Tube 

The Mod 10 tube was a replacement for Mod 8« It had two electron 
guns and one storage assembly, using a griddlo-type aluminum oxide surface 
with a coating of willemite« T***-* on this tube indicated that uhe holding 
gun operation was satisfactoiy« Xnitiaiij-, the reliability was excellent« 
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Reading and writing at one point had no effect on signala stored at. 
adjacent points, provided writing was not done at such a high repetition 
rate as to over cone the holding bea¡a actiono The combination ox 
willendte and aluminum oxide had a high first crossover potential, thus 
requiring switching pulses of about 450 volts for writing« The resolution 
in this tube was approximately 5 spots per incho Tho wire mash screen in 
itod 10 was probably in contact with the tops of tho ridges of the ©riddle- 
type dielectric surface» From tho way in which ttss aiding bean illuminated 
this surface and from the storage characteristics at certain points on the 
surface it appeared desirable to move the screen a short distance away from 
the storage surface» 

Mod 11A Tube 

Storage tube 11A, was the same as the Mod 10 storage tube except 
that the screen was moved about 15 mils from the tops of the ridges oi the 
griddle surface, and the second anodes of the two guns were not connected» 
The tests which were made on this tube indicated the following: 

1. The operation of the second anodes of the two guns at widely 
differing potentials was not satisfactory. 

2» The operation of the tube was very sensitive to variations of 
holding beam velocity and current density. 

3» Writing time and resolution were abo vit the same as Mod 10 tube» 

Mods 12 and 13 Tubes 

Tubes Mod 12 and Mod 3.3 were constructed similar to Mods 7 and 9 
respectively«, These tubes are to bo used as life-test tubes to determine the 
secondary emission ratio of tho aluminum oxide and beryllium surfaces as a 
function of time» This life teat has not beon started at present» 

Mod 14A Tube 

Storage tube Mod 14A is similar to storage tube Mod 11A except that 
it has a flat dielectric of aluminum oxide with willemite instead of the 
griddle surface. This assembly is shown in Drawing A-31193. The operation 
of Mod 14A was approximately the same as of Mod 11A showing a similar opera¬ 
tion of the griddle and flat surfaces* 

Mod 15 Tube 

Tube Mod 15, was constructed similar to storage tube Mod 14A except 
that it had a 40 mesh mosaic of beryllium spots on aluminum oxide as a storage 
surface» The screen is lOO—mesh nickel wire cloth» I his assembly is shown •in 
Drawing A-31199» Tests on Mod 15., indicate a greater stability of storage than 
observed in any of the previous tubes» However, there scons to bo some 
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diîficidty in changing the charge fron one polarity to the other« This 
could be caused by too largo spots -of beryllium in the mosaic, by 
secondary emission from the wire mesh screen, or by a difference in. the 
first crossover of the sec adary emission curve of the béryllium and of 
the aluminum oxido« 

The storage tube output waveforms shown in Drawing A-3H87 
ara voltage drops across 2700 ohm resistors. 

Mods 16 to 20 Tubes 

Storage tubes Mods 16 through 20 have been designed and are in 
the process of construction,, These tubes are described on pagos 3 and 4 
of Memorandum M-121« 

IV. TEST EQUIPMENT 

Serial Storage: 

The test equipment for the serial storage investigation required 
the design and construction of several high performance video circuits. 
Power supplies^ usually a simple problem, required special consideration 
so that tube measurements could be carried out with a minimum of extraneous 
influences« Hie video circuits required consisted of gate generators, 
delayed trigger generators, linear sweep generators and amplifiers, /- 
"capacity cancelling1’ amplifiers as pre-amplifiers on the tube outputsP 
video amplifiers for the P-4 Synchroscopes, intensity (beam current) 
controls for the storage tube, and a number of incidental cire vats used 
with this equipment. The paver supply requirements included both regulated 
low and high voltage supplies of various types. 

1, In order to provide voltage pulses to various elements in the 
tube, a standard gate and delay unit was developed, (Drawing B-39CÖ1). 
lids consists of a conventional single-shot delay multivibrator preceded 
by a buffer amplifier to prevent reaction on the trigger so urce and 
followed by a buffer amplifier or cathode follower, depending on the use 
of the circuit. A switch w-ts provided so that either a positive gate 
from the plate of one of tha multivibrator tubes, or a positive trigger 
obtained by differentiating the trailing edge of the gate,was available 
at the output. In this way a single type of unit could be used cither as 
a gate generator or as a delayed trigger generator« The gate or delay 
time was continuously variable from 4 to 3000 microseconds. About 12 of 
these circuits have been built, either singly or in pairs, on small chassis. 

2. A linear sweep generator and amplifier giving a sweep length of 
about 50 microseconds was built,(Drawing 0-39064)» This consisted of a 
conventional bootstrap sweep generator, operative only when a gate was applied 
to the input terminals« Provision was made for using a gate of either polarity. 
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The sweep voltage generated »ras applied to an inverter driving the grids 
of the push-pull output stage» Direct coupling was used throughout the 
amplifier jind sweep generator, making the entire circuit independent of 
a repetition rate» Consider able car© was taken to obtain a high degree 
of linearity—(better than IS) in the output circuits « 

3. The output circuit from the storage tube had a high capacitance, 
which in conjunction with the low currents available for reading necessitated 
a high input resistance to the video airplifier» In order to obtain satis¬ 
factory reproduction of microsecond pulses, a capacity cancelling amplifier 
was constructed along the Hies of a similar circuit developed at Radiation 
Laboratory. One of the several circuits developed is shown in Drawing 
B-31193o This is a 2-stage amplifier with negative feedback for stabiliza¬ 
tion and positive feedback to the input to reduce the apparent capacitance 
of the storage tuba signal plate at that point. A decrease in the apparent 
input, capacitance by a factor of 10 was observed. 

4» A video amplifier .Drawing B-3U94) having a gain of about 40 db 
and a bandwidth of about 3 mo was built to drive the P-4 synchroscope used 
to observe the output signals <> 

5o Reading or writing was done by varying the beam current in the 
tube« Several circuits were tried in an effort to obtain independent control 
of current during reading and writing sweeps. The one actually used is 
shown in Drawing 4-39051. Another circuit developed is shown in Drawing 
B-39179. 

60 A number of incidental circuits such as gate inverters and mixers 
and a frequency divider to pi wide triggers synchronized with the clock 
pulses used for writing were developed. Circuits for some of these are 
shown in Drawings A-39053, B-39054, and A-39050, 

7. The power supply system originally planned included regulated 
supplies for +300, -300, and -405 volts d.c. for operation oí’ gate generators, 
amplifiers, and other low voltage equipment. These voltages were supplied by 
modified Western Electric Type CN20AAE power supplies. It was later found 
that +500 volts was reeded for operation of some equipment. This was obtained 
from a Radiation Lab. P-1 po»er supply acting as a booster on the +300 volt 
circuit. With the addition of a +150 volt circuit regulated by a VR tube 
from the +300 volt line, thin system has proved completely satisfactory to the 
present time. 

Ö. For operation of electron guns, a high voltage supply was necessary. 
A regulated 2000 volt supply with a capacity of 0.5 milliampères was built and 
used during tests with serial storage. Connected to the high voltage (negative) 
terminal of this supply was t Variable (150 to 300 volt) regulated supply 
having a capacity of about 6( milliampères. This was used to supply power for 
bias of the electron-gun control grid and for operation of the intensity control 
circuits « 
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9,, A control box provided independent switching of both the high 
• voltage and low voltage linos and of the heater supply and 110 volt a,»c0 

circuits on the teat benches0 Distribution of power to teat equipment 
was through outlet boxes and receptacles along the teat benches0 Separate 
receptacles were used for the high voltage and low voltage system« 

Parallel Storage: 

The change Srm aorial storage to parallel storage initially 
required very little change in the test equipment, but as the problem 
became clearer, new test equipment was necessary» 

I» Three new high voltage power supplies were developed» These 
are shown in Drawings 039104, 031005, and 031027-. These have much 
better voltage regulation than the previous units, wider range of output 
voltages (5OO25OO volts) and higher current, ratings« P-ipple voltage is 
in all cases less than 0,1 volt« Included are current regulators which 
prevent severe damage to equipment in case of insulation breakdown and 
reduce the danger to personnel« 

2« Static deflection circuits providing several preset deflection 
voltages, balanced with respect to ground, were built« For me where a 
deflection cirquit balanced about ground was not suitable, the floating 
deflection circuit shown in Drawing B-3H95 was developed« The deflection 

% *>• circuits shown hero are insulated for 3000 volts« 

3« A number of adjustable voltage sources of low impedance were 
necessary for setting the potential of the 3rd anode and storage assembly 
electrodes« A cathode follower source shown in Drawing B-39187 was 
developed for this purpose,, 

4« Improvements on tire microsecond pulse generator used for serial- 
storage were also desirable, The circuit shown in Drawing C-3908?, a 
modification of a Radiation Laboratory design, was developed« This unit 
will provide positive or negative pulses of 50 volt amplitude« The pulse 
length Is variable from 0,,05 to 105 microseconds and the rise time is less 
than O0O2 microsecond, 

5« A trigger generator shown in Drawing &-391Ô4 was developed« Two 
preset repetition rates, each adjustable from 1 to 1500 ppa aro available 
from this unit» The repetii ion rate is checked on a cathode ray tubs built 
into the unit» Single trigger-pulses initiated by a push button are also 
available in these units« 

6. Several of the first storage tubes showed poor emission and a 
change of characteristics with use« For investigating this change, a static 
test setup was constructed. This permitted life tests of tubes, with 
continuous indication of all electrode currents« Simultaneously, a portable 
test circuit, Drawing B-39181,. was built to permit similar measurements to 
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be made whil© the tube waa being pumped0 Included in thi.3 portable 
unit were power supplies fcr degassing and activation of the cathode 
prior to sealing off the tibe» 

7. The measurement <£ charge supplied by the electron beam to 
various electrodes and suriaces within; the tubes required an amplifier 
with very high input resistance and low capacitance. To meet this 
requirement,, several cathoce followers and cathode-coupled amplifiers 
were developed« The circuit for one of these is shown in Drawing 
B-39180. The input resistí nee is approximately 40 megohms« A circuit 
having a similar input, a cathode-coiçled amplifier with a gain of 
about 10, and a cathode foJ lower output was also developed« The low 
signal level at which these units operate necessitated DC power for the 
heaters « The power supply units developed for this are shown in Drawing 
A-39243« 

8„ The need for a ptlse generator to cover the range from 1 to 
10 microseconds was frequertly felt during the course of the storage 
tube studies« Although the gate and, delay units would provide pulse 
lengths as short as 4 microseconds, their rise time was in many cases 
not short «nought« Work wes done spasmodically on a 1 to 10 microsecond 
puls© generator and the design is now complete. It will provide 100 
volt pulses of either polarity variable in length from 0,5 to 100 micro¬ 
seconds 0 The rise time is less than Co05 microseconde Great care has 
been exercised to make the pulse length and amplitude independent of 
p.r.fc and to prevent reaction of the pulse length on amplitude« 

9. A gat© amplifier to provide gates of approximately 400 volt 
amplitude for writing signals on storage surfaces having high first 
crossover potential was required. An amplifier circuit capable of this, 
and with a rise time of about 0«5 microsecond is shown in Drawing C-3099Ö« 

10« A demonstration unit to permit a simple display of storage tuba 
operation has been designed« For the most part, this is merely a rearrange¬ 
ment of circuits already developed for testing« The control mit and 
switching unit. Drawings C-30940 and D-30990, include some new circuits« 
The equipment will be built into two 5 ft# cabinets and will provide push¬ 
button operation for storage or reading, with indicator lights to display 
each signal as it is read out« Deflection circuits are provided to permit 
the selection of any one of .16 storage points in a 4 x 4 array , A block 
diagram of these circuits is shown in Drawing B-30999c 

V, TUBE CONSTRUCT!0M TECHNIQUES AND HIGH VACUUM INVESTIGATIONS 

Tube Construction Facilities: 

There were tube construction facilities at M-I.T, to take car© of 
the needs of the Research laboratories for Electronics (EU£,J arrangements 
were made to 
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use those* facilities when not needed by RLE» As the tubes wer© con¬ 
structed and processed it became evident that we should design and set 
up our own tube-making facilities* ©van though we were able to construct 
tubes much faster using RLE facilities than we could have obtained them 
from a commercial concern0 home of the difficulties encountered ware 
that considerable time was required to synchronize our tube construction 
program with the RLE program, and it was impossible to modify their 
equipment to meet our specialized needs despite their excellent coopera¬ 
tion« It was also desirable to examine new variables more quickly and 
control processes more carefully« In view of these considerations the 
decision was made to obtain glass-working and vacuum equipment« 

Although this equipment was difficult to procure* a glass 
lathe and an RF bomber were obtained from the War Assets Admnistrationc 
These pieces of equipment were repaired and modified to meet the program,. 
A spot-welder was obtained and modified for tube work and glass-working 
facilities; were set up« A vacuum system was designed that would process 
large tubes to a high vacuum and could be modified later for gas data¬ 
storage work and analysis work with a sp>ectograph0 One of these systems 
has been completed« The seiend system is under construction,. An oven 
was designed for annealing 0 - and an analyzer was designed to exhibit 
strains in glass« These last tt«. items are under construction« Finally 
a chemistry hood and bench wes set up for general chemical work, electro¬ 
lysis, and anodizing« " ' 

Tube Construction Personnel: 

One of the engineers on the project was experienced in tube 
design and construction« Initially, he designed and constructed all of 
the experimental pulsed light sources used in the data converter mentioned 
earlier in this report« In collaboration with Professor Nottingham, who 
had built numerous research cathode ray tubes, the technique® to be used 
in constructing and processing the first storage tubes, were worked out« 
Early in the construction program^Dr« Hilary Moss of Electronic Tubes, 
Ltd« in England, visited the project« As one of the foremost authorities 
in England on cathode ray tube construction and electrostatic electron gun 
design, he was able to give valuable assistance in the form of both 
information and suggestions« 

Professor Harris wae consulted on evaporation techniques and 
gave freely of his personnel and facilities, Professor Breckenridge was 
cons lilted on the subject of dielectrics« Dr. Eisenstein gave considerable 
assistance on the subject of oxide-coated cathodes and general high vacuum 
techniques« The peraonnsl of RLE’s tube construction group gave valuable 
assistance and loaned their facilities and personnel liberally. 
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ïh© objective was to construct these tubes under careftlly 
controlled and closely observed conditions « In the beginning the lack 
of trained technician help in this field hampered the work to a considerable 
degree since it required a great deal of staff time to train technicians» 
Although this reduced the amount of basic research which might have been 
dene» this training improver the design of equipment and eventually provided 
well trained personnel,, Fortunately,, several months ago, a technician who 
had ten years of tube experience and considerable glass-working ability was 
obtained» Another engineer with considerable experience with high vacuum 
systems also joined the staff, forming the nucleons for a very capable tube 
construction group» Another highly qualified technician his been trained to 
fabricate tube parts with the requisite care and skill» As mentioned in 
M-130 "With available equipoent and personnel, tubes of any type required 
for testing can be constructed in a few days» The rate of advancement is , 
set by procurement and analysis of data, not by tube construction“ » 

Procurement of Components for Tube Construction 2 

Earlier storage tubes were fabricated with material from the stock 
room of M,IoT0 and the American Television Laboratory Vacuum Tube Research 
Group» Now we have procured our own stock of components and have supplies 
for most foreseeable needs, although special fabrication of nonex and pyrex 
is dependent on the Corning Company as the sole supplier» 

a» Electron Guns 

At first, we constructed the electron guns with the help of A.T.L, 
facilities to get the prograa started» These were patterned after the 5CP 
type of gun because those ¢0«ponente were most readily available» However, 
the focus and intensity controls were not independent» Therefore a supply 
of 5UP or type 5CP-A electron guns was obtained from RCA. These guns have 
an accelerating grid between the control grid and first anode,, and were 
designed for finer focus and higher beam current than the 5CP guns,, Six 
electron guns were also purcliased from L» Grosser in England, upon the 
recommendation of Dr,, Moss,, These guns are designed for very high intensity, 
fine focus and low reflection of high velocity electrons from the gun it«-' If » 
The British gun was designed to minimize the production of the secondary 
electrons from the gun itself, as is characteristic in the 5CF guns.- Tests 
will be made on these guns in the near future» 

The design of the 5UP gun was modified to meet the requirements 
for a holding gun» The deflection plates were set farther apart and 
several apertures were enlarged to permit high beam current at low accelera¬ 
ting voltageso 

In cooperation with the ELE group, we experimented with our own 
oxide coated cathodes but found RCA's cathodes adequate for the present 
electron gun design» The group realizes that the design of a gun to meet 
the specialized needs of the program is desirable» Since the 5UP guns meet 
our present research needs, the problem of gun design has been postponed for 
the moment» 
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b„ Glass 

Procurement of blo^.n bulbs was Impossible for our early needso 
It was necessary to take standard glass components and rework Wxtn 
the help of S„ W. Ryan of R¡^an, Vel.luto}, and 
bulbs were preparado Conventional nonex blown bulbs, u®®d for constructing 
five-inch cathode ray tubes were usedc To these were added langt lie n 
50 mm nonex tubing as necks on the face of the tube« This 
B-303H-,) The sterne were nonex glass sealed directly to the necks«, This 
required the use of a glass lathe and caredul annealing after 
The large number of metal-t<-glass seals and reworking of the glass req 
a high order of skill» The technicians are gradually taking over^ f ä 
phesfof the activities, originally carried on by an engineer0 Conference 
with the Corning Company to clarify procurement of blown bulbs to t,ne 
required specifications are progressing,. 

Meanwhile, we have been able to obtain a supply of conventional 
5-inch cathode ray tube pyr.oc bulbs. These cari be reworked to new designs 
with the addition of nonex «tema because of the iarge number of met ~ 
glass seals. This requires the use of graded seals from the pyrex to tne 
nonex. Uranium glass is used for the graded seal. 

Tube Construction and High Vacuum Techniques: 

a. Fabrication oí Metal Parts 

The requisite supplies and technicians help for fabrication of 
the metal parts is available. Constant effort is being made to construct 
more effective assemblies. Representatives of Callite Tungsten have been 
most helpful with this work. Dr, L. H. DeWald of M.I.T.’s Metal Processing 
Laboratories has also given some assistance, 

b. Coatings 

Considerable effort was expended in finding the best type of 
coating to use on the glass envelopes, and satisfactory methods of applica¬ 
tion, It was desired to produce a good conducting coating having a io 
secondary emission ratio which would process well under a vacuum and dur ., tg 
baking, Numerous concerns *nd groupe were consulted on this subject. 
Although we now have processes satisfactory for our present needs, this 
phase of our work is still active. The procedure now used is described 

below. 

The envelopes are coated inside with a suspension of aqmdag 
containing a «nail amount of sodium silicate. This coating la applied 
with a brush as the envelope rotates in a glass lathe. The coating ia 
air dried for several hours, then baked with a heating lamp,, Finally it 
is balced in an oven for several hours at 450°C uish air circulating 

through it. 

Ll 
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Methode of making connections to thin 'Conducting films on' 
dielectricsd and the production of these films were extensively studied, 

Coating of phosphors on dielectric surfaces was performed by 
precipitation^ This method has been developed to give a uniform coating 
of any desired thickness,, 

The coating of phosphors on metal parts is done by spraying. 
The metal parts are covered with a light "tacky" binder and then sprayed 
with the phosphore Excess phosphor is blown off the metal» 

Considerable attention has been given to production of suitable 
dielectrics for storage surfaces by spraying coatings of the dielectric, 
by precipitation of the dielectric, by anodizing to form the dielectric, 
and by evaporation» 

o» Evaporation 

In the earlier phases of our work we used the evaporation 
facilities and techniques a? Professor Harris» Later, similar facilities 
wsre set up» These facilities were nevar pumped below a pressure of about 
one micron and the material to be evaporated was heated in a helix of 
tungsten wire» This method had certain disadvantages» Some materials 
melted before they evaporated and kept falling out of the coil» Many 
materials dissolved the coll» It was f inally decided to do all the 
evaporation in a very high vacuum» We were aleo interested in producing 
mosaic surfaces by masking the surface with a wire mesh and evaporating 
the mosaic material through it» Very clean surfaces were desired and 
inpurities from the material to be evaporated must be driven out» Our 
final evaporation procedure is to prepare a small metal cup and mount it 
on a stpm» This stem is then sealed in one end of a tube» The choice of 
the metal for the cup depeniJs on the material to be evaporated; e„ g» 
Tantalum is satisfactory tor evaporating beryllium» Since the targets 
were small, one exp was sufficient» The target is sealed in the other 
end of the tx&e„ This tube is put on a high vacuum system» The metal 
cup is heated by means of a RF Bomber» This system has numerous 
advantages over the filament, type of heating in our experience» ' 

The target is defined by a glow discharge» Gas in the tube 
can then be ionized by the RF Bomber if the pressure is about one micron« 
After the target is cleaned with a glow discharge, the tube is baked at 
about 450°Co and allowed to cool» Then the cup is heated slowly with the 
bomber to drive all gas oxit of it and out of the material to be evaporated« 
Finally, the cup is heated with the bomber until the material evaporates» 
It was found that several thin films thrown on the target at intervals 
of several minutes will not creep under a mask as will one heavy layer 
thrown on at one time» 

Helium can be introduced into the system and cleaning of sxrrfaces 
done by a glow discharge» Fxirthar research is planned to develop the 
possibilities of this technique» 
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de Cleaning of Matal Parta 

All metal parts are thoroughly claimed arid handled only with 
glovea or tongao Many of tne metal parta are then heated in hydrogen 
to remove surface contamination and displace other gaasos absorbed or 
adsorbed by th© metal,, This hydrogen comes off readily when the part® 
are subsequently heated in a vacuum with the RF Bomber0 All component® 
under construction are stored in a desiccator when not actually being 
worked on. The utmost cleaillness must be maintained in the laboratory 

at all timeso 

e0 Process ling of the Tiibe 

It is conmon experience in the tube construction industry that 
to obtain satisfactory emission from an oxide-coated cathode the out- 
gassing of the bulb and various parts inside it must be carried out in 
a special order and the correct pumping procedure has to be found for 
each type of tube by a separate aeries of experiments0 Apparently, 
during outgassing, various factors are in operation, which afterwards 
influence the emission produced by the cathode. Different workers often 
arrive at different procedures which give the same apparent resultSo 
However, when components are changed for each tube and different materials 
are used, it is necessary to fix upon a procedure which will produce good 
average results0 Later, when the design of the tube has been fixed we will 
conduct a series of experiments to determine the best activation procedure. 

After consultation with Professor Nottingham and Dr, Hilary Moss, 
and drawing on the experience oí our own staff, we have arrived at the 
following activation and exhaust schedule; The tube is sealed to the 
vacuum system as soon as possible after assembly( This reduces the effect 
of harmful water vapor which collects in the bulb while being assembled. 
This also permits t^e glass to be heated soon after being worked, thus 
reducing the possibility of breakage from dangerous strains« 

The exhaust tubulntion is at the storage assembly end of the 
tube so that the cathodes will not be contaminated by gases given off 
while baking and during activation« After pumping has started the tube 
is baked at 450°Co for two hours« The metal parts are then brought to a 
dull red heat with the RF Bomber and then allowed to cool. This heating 
cycle is repeated until no appreciable amount of gas is driven off« Th© 
cathode is degassed by operating the heater at 3 volts (normal voltage 6,,3) 
for five minutes and then increasing it to 12 volts in one-volt steps, 
allowing two-minute intervals at each voltage« The voltage is then reduced 
to 7 volts in one-volt step« lasting or» minute each« After being held at 
7 volts for five minutes the voltage i© slowly reduced to zero over a two- 
minute period« 

* 
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After outgaasing the cathode, the oven is brought up to 45G'C 
iind allowed to cool to 150°0. Then liquid nitrogen is put in the freeze 
out trap« Again all metal parts are bombed to remove gas. The heater 
voltages used in outgaasing are then applied with the same schedule 
except that when six volts ia reached a positive grid voltage of four 
and one-half volts with respect to cathode is applied for the remainder 
of the activation«, After activation, the cathode and first grid are 
held at ground potential and an accelerating potential of 250 volts is 
applied to the second grid«, The heaters are operated at seven and a 
half volts until the emission current stabilizes0 This ageing process 
may take as little as five ndnutes or as much as a day0 The tube is 
operated at normal voltages to test beam current and focus, and is then 
ready to be sealed off» The exhaust requirements for the storage tube 
are severe. We have tried to keep the final seal-off pressure below 
5xlCr7nin 0f mercury. After seal-off the tube is based with 14 pin bases 
which fit the test equipment. 
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n« BASIC R.EGKARCH 

Marçr oí the problems arising in the design, construction, and 
testing of storage tubes have necessitated 'basic research in chemistry 
and physics » To obtain a dielectric surface satisfactory for the storage 
tube work, an extensive program of study of aluminum oxide was under- 
taken,. The results of this' study are given in Reports R-128 and R~131o 
Many of these investigation^' required the construction of special tubes 
for measurement of leakage resistance under high vacuum conditions. 

Since the secondai y -electron redistribution problem was very 
difficult to solve, it seemed necessary to get maps of the electric field 
around the storage tube electrodosc. To this* end. an electrolytic tank, 
described in Memorandum M-56 and Report R“130, was constructed., Different 
electrode configurations wore simulated and the potential field about 
these electrodes ma mapped, 'The results, among other things, shaved the 
feasibility of controlling the field at the bottom of the poctets of tlx 
griddle-type surface0 

Careful search is being conducted to investigate all possible 
materials that might have satisfactory characteristics as a storage 
surface in our particular type of operation,, Technique for producing 
these surfaces are simultaneously being investigated,. 

Much of the data on secondary emission from conductors and 
insulators is contained in foreign technical articles0 A translation of 
the article '’Secondary Emission of Solid Bodies” by R._ Kollath, was 
made from Physikalisch© Zeitschrifts X937, Pp.- 202-224o This article 
gives a retailed discussion of the energy distribution of the secondary 
electron?, the angular distribution of secondary electrons,» secondary 
emission in general and secondary ©mission from insulators, action of th® 
high velocity primary electrons theoretical formulation of the process 
of release of secondary electrons, the industrial significance of the 
secondary electron, and a rather complete bibliography0 Curves of the 
secondary emission of a large number of materials with a discussion of 
each are included* 

An article by R, Varnecke entitled» "Secondary Emission of 
Pure Metals”, was translated from Le Journal de Physique et lo Radium» 
1936, volume' 7S series 7, pp« 270-280o In this article the author gives 
the secondary émission characteristics of different metals between 0 and 
1,500 volts primary accelerating potential,. By comparison he deduced 
nome considerations of the mechanism which seems principally to govern 

' the phenomenon» Data for the secondary emission of different materials 
are included as tabular restilts0 
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An article entitled "A Method of Direct Measurement of 
Secondary Electron Emission from Insulators'1 by W0 Heimarm and 
K0 Geyer was translated from Elektrische Nachrichten Technik 17, 
1940, pp 1-5o This article discusses the technique of measuring 
secondary electron emission from insulators by stabilizing the 
«.Lectric potential at the second crossover and switching the accelera¬ 
ting potential so that a transient measurement of the emission could 
be obtainedo "The Theory of Secondary Electron Emission from Metals" 
by Herbert Fröhlich was translated from Annalen der Physik, April, 
1932, Vol 13, pp 229-2480 This article treats theoretically the 
phenomenon that the secondary electron emission velocity is to a large 
extent independent of the primary electron velocity,, "New Investigations 
an the Electrolytic Valve Effect" by A. Guntherschulze and H0 Betz was 
translated in two parts from Zeitschrift fur Physik, vol 37, 1931, 
pp 580-585 and pp 726* 734o Part 2 of this article discusses the codde 
layer of Sb, Bu, W, Zr, Al, Zn, and Mg„ This part of the article deals 
with the formation of an insulating surface layer on a metal in a weak 
electrolyte., Part 3 of this article is entitled "The Dielectric Constant 
of the AI2O3 Boundary Layer" and discusses the testing of an aluminum 
oxide layer formed by methods outlined in part 20 

An article entitled "The Motion of the Ionic Lattice of 
Insulators in Extreme Electric Field Intensities" by A0 Guntherschulze 
and H« Bet® was translated from Zeitschrift fur Physik, vol« 92, 1934» 
pp 367-374,, This article discussed the subject of the relationship 
between lattice conduction velocity and electric field intensity in 
freshly formed layers of aluminum and tantalum oxide, "Electrolytically 
Produced Oxide Protective Layers on Aluminum" by H. Rohrig was translated 
from Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie1/ vol0 37, 1931, PP 721-724» This is a 
survey of the methods of formation of aluminum oxide by various investi¬ 
gators 0 "On the Dielectric Constant of an Oxide, HydrorJ.de, and Q¡dhydraten 
by Oscar Glemser was translated from Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie11, vol» 
45, 1939, pp 865-870, Measurements were made on aluminum, beryllium, 
magnesium, zinc, and iron compounds» The results of these measurements 
were analyzed in the articia. 

From studies of these published data it was found that the 
secondary emission characteristics of the same material varied widely 
depending upon the investigator« This variation in the literature 
indicated the necessity of neasuring the secondary emission characteristics 
of storage surfaces under conditions similar to those which would eventu¬ 
ally be encountered in the storage tubes» To meet this requirement a thesis 
was begun to study the secondary emission life on several of the more promis-’ 
ing looking materials 0 

While work on electrostatic storage, which is surface storage was 
progressing it was decided to investigate the possibilities of volume 
storage» This is discussed in M-70» A thesis was started to investigate 
tiie possibility of using glow discharges which might permit three-dimensional 
storage arrays to be compactly spaced., 
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Kl■* CIRCUIT ASSOCIATE WITH THE STORAGE TUBE jM 

During computer operation, it will be necessary to switch some 
of the storage tube electrodes over a rango of voltages of approximately 
100 volts-, The capacitively coupled transients from those switchings . 
must be suppressed at the output so that they will not actuate tho output 
flip-flopo To do this it will be necessary to develop a clamping circuito 
The preliminary work done on this circuit shows that it may involve quite 
a long development program, It is planned at the present time that this 
development program will form the basis for an Electrical Engineering 

Master’s Thesis« 

:3oM 

'H" H<* 
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Pag® 1 of 6 

From« Jay W0 Forrester 

Subjects Store«© Tubo Progran, Project Whirlwind, Extracte Subjects 

fx*oa 14-102 dated Sept» 15, 194?, 

See Drawing Diet 

on last page 

Dates lor ember 5, 1947 

Thia memorandum Is in response to a request for information on the 

present status of Project WUrlwinfl Storage Tube research. 

14,1,1, Storage Tuba P.-ugrat i 

The M,loïo store,ge tube work Is organized to produce a data storage 

BjBtm for the Whirlwind Computers, The Whirlwind Computers are to be of the 

parallel cata transmission type and the storage must read and record all digit's of 

a number simultaneously. ’he Whirlwind I computer will require operating storage by 

about November« 1948 and storage tube and circuit reseaich ere geared to this schedule 

A brief exolantition of the tuba will be given referring to Figura 1 'which 

ratio of two or more is delirad). To writ® the digit 1 the signal grid is made 

positive to collect secondary electrons from the dielectric resulting In a positive 

surface«, Positive charging is accompli shod by collecting the ©xcoaa electrons above 

the number in the high velocity beam« To writ® the digit 0, ths signal grid Is 

mad© negativen no electrons ara collected, and the surface changes negatively at the 

rat® permitted by current flow in the primary beam. Secondary emission is not a 

necessary factor in, negative charging. 

leading signals is accomplished by positioning the signal grid volte«® 

1 midway between the two writing voltages and charging the dielectric positively or 
negatively toward this voltage. The outpixt signal appears at the signal plat® by 

capacitive coupling through ths dielectric. 

a flood of 

used in nom 
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storage tul)©® ligar* 2 shove how th© self-sustaining effect Is obtained from the 
holding gun® A positive area and a negative area ax© shown on tha dielectric« Tha 
holding gua is at about the saa® potential as the negative areas and the signal grid 
I« at about th® potential of the positive araae« Consider the positive area* 
secondary electrons ar© emitted and a number just equal to thee a in the primary besa 
are collecte.1 by the signal grid, other secondary electrons return to the dielectric 
surface» If the surface should tend to becop’.e more positive* additional secondaries 
are pulled back to reduce the positive charge while, if the surface should tend to 
become leas positive, more secondaries will be repelled to the signal grid to return 
the dielectric to Its original point of stability. Considering the negative areas 
the area is approximately at holding gun potential and primary electrons, if they 
strike at all, will have low velocities and will emit few secondary electrons* If 
the surface becomes more negative, all primary electrons will be reflected and ohmio 
leakage will reduce the charge to the balance point while, if the surface becomes 
less negative, electrons from the primary beam will be collected to return the 
Burface to the stable a«gatlvo potential« 

\ 

He suit® of research to data are compared with objectives of the program 
in Figure 3« Figures are based on basic research results end teste on one complet® 
tube of email size which was constructed several weeks ago. 

1« Feasibility of using the tubes in banks for parallel storage ie 
shown by present results. 

2« Signal levels obtainable from the present tube are »ore than adequate» 
Some of the present signal magnitude can be exchanged in future designs 
for faster writing speed. Signal, level is shown for two methods of 
observation in Figure 4« The ■voltage division method gives higher 
output signals and will probably be used with this tube. 

3« Writing spaed in the present research tube Is lower than will eventually 
be required. It is expected that speed can be increased a factor of 4 
by changing to a surface with secondary emission equal to 2 or mor© in 
place of th® present phosphor surface with secondary emission of I.IS» 
a factor of 2 to 4 by obtaining a lower first cross -over voltage of th® 
secondary emission curve which can ba reduced from the present 250 volts 
to less than 90 volts; a factor of 2 to 3 by increasing the primary 
beam current from the present 30 microamperes; and a factor of 2 by 
increasing the dielectric thickness«. Such changes should result in 
about th© proper writing speed« 

4» Heading speed of the present tube is? satisfactory for one polarity 
of signal and the higher secondary emission mentioned above will 
permit ths same speed for both signal polarities« 

* 

6« Th© holding gua in the present tub© appears to provide permanent 
storage. Qualitativ© teste ar© not complete and further tests will 
be made. 
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ß, BellôMlity of Vtoa first tube lo good. Indications ara that a tu«' 
of excellent reliability will result. Behavior does not appear 

critics! with respect to any paramoterc. 

7, Boring writing a signal is produced at the signal plat© which can be 

used to check that storage was properly accomplished« 

8. Resolution of the present tube is limited for geometrical reason®« 
She dielectric surface ie of a cellular texture as shown in Figur® ö, 
The present mosaic is coarse and,» If retained in principle* wil ¿v 
reduced in laesh sis©« 

9c 

10c 

Storage capacity of the present tub® is limited by the target diameter 
of about 1 inch» 

Por greater reliability in reading- the tube and circuit» ara being 
designed to give opposite output polarities for the two binary digits. 

11c Definition of the experimental tube iß limited a» discussed under 

Item 8c Storage tubes for computer use do not require the line 
definition which ie desired in euch applications as radar. Since 

pictorial definition seems to conflict with essential computer 

characteristics, it is probable that no attempt will be mad® to obtain 

defini'cion of pictorial quality« Usable computer definition will be 

limited by deflection circuit problems, 

12« Heading and writing can ba accomplished by switching the potential of 

only on© electrode* either the signal grid or signal plate« 

The experimental tube from, which much of the above data was obtained is 

f/fiown in ïigore ß. The storage surface is at the smell cad of the tube and the 
tfrlting-reading gm and the holding gun are in separate glass necks, The final * - ■ 
design will resemble figure 7 or Figure 8, 

Design, construction, and tasting of complete storage tubes represent only 

a fraction of the effort devoted'to the storage problem. Much research has been 

directed toward the gathering of basic information, the study of deflection control 

circuita,, tub© construction techniques, and the design of special teat equipment,. 

All testing has been done on a pulse basis corresponding to the conditions under vhi 

tão „uüe must eventually operate« 
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Approximate division of fch® Project Whirlwind staff follow., 

ïotraary, 3.947 0cto':e2; 194? 

Storage Program 

Ci remit® and System® 

Staff 
Membor® 

5 ■ 

20 

Per Cent of 
Total. 

20-;) 

80f) 

Staff 
Member® 

3 

S3 

Per Oeni of 
Total 

2Q% 

80% 

öi*?i ai on of aotiyJ.,ty in the storage tube work i® approximately! 

Per Cent of Storage 
Tube Staff 

Per Gent of 
Total Staff 

1. Design of Teat Equipment 
imd circuit® 30 

2f Study of Tube Construction 
Methode and 
Techniques 15 

3, Basic Research into 
dieléctrica, 
íteeondary omission» 
etc, 25 

4.. Circuita to be used with 
mboa for deflection,, 
output reading,, etc, 10 

5 Actual construction and 
Test of Storage Tube 
Model® 20 

6 

«J 

b 

4 

1« Ïrorï. the above table, design of test equipment (pulse ¿ onera to re, 
gate and delay circuits, sweep generators, and power supplies) 
has required more effort than any other phase of the storage 
division. 1.® a result of this work, tests have been pc ï si ble on 
a pulse basis and tube characteristics are available directly in 
terms of the computer application. Results of this work contri» 
bat® aleo to other phases of the computer program. 
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3* Tube construction méthode are of the xtpaoet intpoftence l;a storage 
tub® work and techniques muet ba mors carefully controlled than la 
commercial vacu.ua tube construction«. Baking ovens, vacuum ays tom» 
and aa induction heater have been constructed or procured as shown 
in the laboratory vletre of figures S and 10« Oíase lathe work as la 
figura 11 is raqui rad for tube construction,, Personnel and the 
necessary background of experience will be available at 14.1 „T. to 
produce the tube« required for the Whirlwind I computer, for larger 
quantities of tubes the required training can be given to a tube 
manufacturer without, delaying computer work while s. new group solve« 
the nsm difficulties already overcome by the research laboratory, 
With available equipment and personnel» tubes of any type required for 
testing can be constructed in a few days. The rat© of advancement is 
e©t by procurement tuad analysis of data» not by tube construction, 

3, Be search studies liare been conducted into tho problem» associated 
with storage tubes. The use of aluminum oxide «« a. dielectric and 
the preparation of the oxide surface has for many months occupied 
the time of ona staff member. Surfaces as shown in Figure 5 are 
emboaaed on aluminum and anodized to produce a dielectric covering. 
The mesh of the dielectric surface is small compared to tin® beam 
diameter, Figure 12 shotr tho experimental anodizing apoaratue end 
Figures 13» 14, 15, and 16 stops in the preparation of «ample« for 
testing. Since reliable tests of the dielectrics can oily be made in 
high vacuum» it is necessary that samples be sealed Into vacuum tubas 
for taking measurements. 

4, ,Bef3.ßction of the cathode ray b '.am ia on© of the major problems in. 
the type of tube being considered. Several kinds of circuits have 
been tested and the desired resu. ts appear within reach. Final 
geloction of a deflection system from among several available will 
b® made on tho b* nit of proparly balancing the requirements of 
accuracy and reliability against the amount of equipment involved. 
Test, results show that deflection cf back® of storège tubes in 
parallel can be achieved in 3 micro« aconds. Design’of a deflection, 
system lias not been completed beams \ available staff time was more 
urgently needed cm ether circuits, 

5, Some 30$ of tho time devoted to the storage program or 4$ of tho 
project staff time has haem expended oi actual storage tub®a. Tube.} 
have been constructed as required'for tvsting and coordinating the 
results of other research. Sou a of the a tubes are shown in 
Figures 6, i7, and 18, The tuba of Fig.?© 6» first assembled in 
August of thic yeer is the only one to V) constructed to incorporate 
all the principles to be used in the fix. d tuba. It ia the type of 
tube described last year at the Harvard i ¡omputer Symposium. Operation 
of this tube corresponda in all respecta to predictions which can bo 
mad© on the battis of geometrical and clr mit considerations. It war. 
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coxietrvicted for study purposes and after teat® will be uatd for 
demonetration of principle® aad for life studies., Similar tubes 
will be built as required and will Incorporate cilancos toward a 
final design. 

Continued research in s ave ral directions will be required to develop tho 
desired tube, 1} Work to the präsent has been on storage surfaces of aluminum oxide 
or one of the florescent phosphors. Neither of these has a sufficiently high secondary 
emission ratio. Satisfactory results aeem indicated from the results obtained on 
oxides of beryllium and other metals which have been studied at other laboratories. 
Sc ms evaporation teste have not yet been completed, A low first cross-over volt.*gc¿ 
Vj, figure ISs on the secondary emission curv© 1® desirable, Thla characteristic will 
in general accompany the greater secondary emission« A high second cross-over 
voltage» is desirable In order that a high primary beam voltage m y ba used to 
permit higher beam current. Based on th© little information available» a high 
second cross-over voltage la expectod to be a characteristic of beryl.-lus oxide, 
life atadlos must be Initiated on th.® secondary ©mission surface as s oa as a 
tentative selection Is made,, Stan« surfaces change their secondary ar.sslon behaviors 
due to contamination from the tub1© cathode .raid fro® residual gas in the tube. 
Additional circuit design will be required to develop output detection circuits which 
will receive the tube output but exclude the transients which ara produced from grid 
switching during reading and writing, Resolution of the tube over that thus far dem» 
onstratod will be required out the problam appears less difficult then others sind can 
ba approached through smaller beam diameters» closer grid spacing» end a fine storage 
surface mosaic if th© mosaic is retained in. preference to a plane surface. It ia 
probaba® that better electron guns should ba procured than now available. Present 
work is don© with commercial cathode ray tube guns; better guns are ii use for other 
purposes In this country and in Bngland and may prove satisfactory, to. increase in 
gun carrent without loss of definition it desired. Special gone procured from 
Pngland are available in the laboratory but have not yet been tested,, 
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SfeiRTOlOHAM X SMS IjABORM’ORI 

Massachusetts Institute of ‘.i-schnology 
Casuhridg®, Massa chit setts 

Dato of Report ï January 13, 194' 

Subjects Kloctrostatic Storage ïubss Drawings A-SO^Sl 

She following is a written, manuecrlpt for a 
dlscuatslon on electro static storage tubes 
presented to the Harvard Computation Symposium 
Vednesday, January 8„ 194.?., 

Jay V/u Horraste:? Written by; 

i'.hics afternoon, we are to aï^nuine briefly electro. 
static data storage and review the v/orh of the Sorvomechanisma 
laboratory at the Massachasetta institute of ïochnology in applying 
electrostatic storage to high-speed electronic computation. T.h-a 
rssearch is being sponsored by the Spooial Devices Division of the 
Office of Naval Research., .for brevityp let me limit the discussion 
to storage requirements and objectives of the H,ï?iV: program. Dor 
proper perspective, let me say that tho present status of the re¬ 
search is promising but not yet pursued to a complete or workable 
conclusion. 

So that you may properly interpret a deaeration 
of the electrostatic storage tube program, let's first review re¬ 
quirements that, euch a storage device must meet. 

She contemplated computer., after passing through 
various' growing stages, in emerging as a parallel 
digit transmission system The storage mast 
then receive and deliver binary digits on parallel 
bugos. 

Resulting from certain objectives of the M-ÏJJM 
work» & apead, high even for electronic con- 
putero, will be required, 20,000 to 40,000 
computations per second must be possible, Shis 
will fore© the reduction uf multiplication 
time to leso than 50 microseconds, perhaps to 
no little as 16 micro seconds •. The time neces¬ 
sary to order and to operate the storage repre¬ 
sent n more than half of total time bringing 



considerable pressure to speed m st'oraß© 
ooeratioîia 

JtjoauK-e of operating apead raquirements, title 
1î not available la certain problems of in- 
tore at for scanning tablea of function.«? end 
coefficients» 1'he stcrage met, thereforej. 
give Icinedlate access to all required data» 
'J-his data may anouvit to sqsis 10,,000 numhera 
o::' 40 binary digits each, Including program 
control information«, Storage of about 16,000 
numbers or 640.000 binary digits is being 
considered» 

With these general computer characteristics in mind 
we can now turn out attention to specific goals of the electrostatic 
storage tuba work at M.lfJ?, 

Signal to noise ratio must be high* In the 
interests of computer reliability only the 
moot positiva indication of aeros and ones can 
bo tolerated« 

The length of tine that a number can be left, in 
storage must be independent of the programming 
procedure5 that is» the storage should Impose 
no restrictions on the order or number of times 
that storage positions may be ussotu This can 
be achieved by a storage that ie continuously 
self-sustaining; or one that :Lg periodically 
reactivated, the period being abort enough that 
storage is independent of any program sequence 
within the period« If the storage is period¬ 
ically react!viatad, such reactivation time 
should consumo only a small percentage of com¬ 
puter tíme» 

Storage response time would appear in propor 
balance with other factors if 6 microseconds 
are allotted to storage control and operation 
This would he divided as? follows* ' 

Transmission of control order 
Storage Selection Switching 

1 microsecond 
2 microseconda 



1 ¡aloyo second 
1 nic.ro second 
j. micro second 

Digit Heading . 

3) igi t He vr i b i rag 

‘i'ransmiiißiou of nmoax- 

How let, ua ttarn our attention to the specific 

electrostatic storage tube research at H..1=1 » At first? w»i at''.empted 

to adapt the standard 5,! cathode ray tube tc tha proc3.eiy.ig '.'.‘he otanõnr< 

cathode ray tube with a signal plate applied over the aereen cut side 

the tub© satisfied certain radar memory requirements and has ejchiblted 

signal storage of several hem"»* It dees not show promis» for com¬ 

puter applications. Signal'level la the order oí a millivolt add 

signal to noise ratio is poor-. Operation appears to depend on second 

order rather than first order effects within lb® tube and síganla at 

one point of the dielectric ar® affected by operation at all other 

points. I'he only possibility of using such a tube would appear to lie 

in cyclic reading and writing for the storage of a relatively «mall 

nuinber of point s, 

, we are now embarked on a research pro 

itruction tc meet i'he requirements earlier 

ig pursued by Dodd, Hly., Kacdonaid, ••'•olan, 

i isms Laboratory with the suggestionk nnd 

Nottingham of the Physics Department -. 

gram ox 

outlined 

and lout 

helpful . 

Let ms describe the general approach. 3sa ¿ig«. 1 

and 2., Drawing 1U30291. I'he. tube will use an electron «san guts and 

envelop similar to a 5» cathode ray tubs? At the screen end will b© 

located a thin dielectric with a signal plate- on the back nurfaeo 

away from the gun and a grid in front of the dielectric* Digit.a 

would be written and read with a stationery beam deflected to'one of 

1024 locations on the dielectric. Separate digita uf a number would 

be stored at corresponding locations within separate tubes. I'v.bea 

would be used in banka, each bank consisting of as many tubes f.a the 

are digito in a number* beam deflection and intensity at ail tubes 

would be controlled in parallel » .Only reading and writing í 0.= cage 

circuits would bo separat® for each tub©. 

I'he beam can be deflected to any point of a. 32 XJ 
32 array giving 1024 storage locations. Doth ones and seros will be 



k 

Û 

I ¡ u 

MÍth a esjall or zero charge íeiisg dstscved aa inçropar opérât lo a ä 
To make storage poaaible «há dtolectrio aja st .h&va .a tteuoaáary elec" 
tron eral asió o ratio groator than tmíty» a o bar £,.c ter i 1:1¾ le comon to 
nearly all water tale» Operation depends on tho .fact that the d t- 
electric where struck by tha high velocity electron beam will, hold 
theae electrons li‘ the spot is.positive with respect to the grid,. 
If the spot la negative with respe-ct to the grid the dielectric will 
yield secondary electrons to the grid in number» greater than those 
in the primary beam until the spot reaches a potential differing from 
the grid by a constant value« For purpose . of explanation only, as- 
nume this constant' to be i,et*Oc 

the dielectric, a. voltage will be induced by capacity coupling on the 
signal plats -, 

The grid is changed to say oluc 100 volte and the beam turned on. 
Excess secondary electrons will b® attracted to tho grid until the 
spot reaches the grid potential at which timo 'secondary electrons 
equal the primaries in number and no further potential change occurs» 

the grid at a negative potential so that electrons would be held on. 
the dielectric to produce a negative charge« 

neutral by striking the dielattfcrio with the beam and detecting volt¬ 
age change a on the signal plate« Charging of positiv*.- areas repre¬ 
senting cnee would produce negative output signals and disc liar g hog 
of negative areas would indicate seroa as positive voltage a- 

rasure so that the block diagram of i'igure 3 for coupling between 
reading and writing circuits would he used to rewrite the stored 
signal « 

yero, one and neutral« 2)\e circuit is externally res^'t to neutral 
before reading and is tripped to zero or one by n positive or nega¬ 
tive signal respectively« .After tripping, the reading circuit can¬ 
not be reversed or reset by voltage a at the signal input anci in 
dicate s a zero or a ons. at the output« This output signal fait lates 
the writing circuit to rewrite the stored signal while the^electron 
beam ia still on« The stored signal, thereby, la loft aft foil volt- 

k 

y 

ft I u 
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L 

fco who writing circuit, without operation of the reading cirotnt«- 

Erasing of sigoals is not required sioco writing iß 
unaffected by a number alroiidy in storage - 

ïh© output signal depends on thitoess of the â,í- 
cleo trio, reduction of oapaci tance from signal plate to gremad, and 
the potential stored on the dieieotrio* Calculation and experlxnons 
indicate signale in the range of Öd volt froir. fcubeo of final eico. 
Belative voltages on the various tube electrodes are open to con*- 
eidorable variation, The above value« aro selected for dceoriptive 
porp oses but 1¾ is probable that in practice tho grid would be 
grounded and the reading and writing operations combined at. the 
signal plate» 

Three tube a have beext oonstrvc ted with storage areas 
oí X square inch to test general operating charaoterietics. These 
demonatrats operation ganerally as outlined above Storage for 
several minute a without reactivation Ip possible and olean output 
signals are darived» 

The following problems exists 

1., Stored oignais expand outward from the point 
of beam impact for long pulses or repeated 
short pulses at the earns grid potential. 
Control of secondary electrons must be 
o fit ab 1:1 shed,. 

2.» Electron gun beam current should be in» 
creased and„ dopending on the reactivation 
procedure¡ stray high energy electrons out¬ 
side the beam may need to be reduced, 

S.- A reactivation procedure muet be worked out , 
either by periodic reading and rewritings 
or through the continuously self-sustaining 
characteristic of low energy electrons 
sprayed on the dieléctrico 

4.. final selection of mats rials must be made on 
the basis of further teats» 

5, A rectilinear deflectlea circuit giving re¬ 
liable and sufficiently accurate deflections 
of plus and minus 18 units along each axis 
must be perfected .■ 
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PoasJ.l)!« ao lut loan to all th: se proble»® exist tut 
have not- yet he en tested. 

The following -fo^ornhl® pointe have been indi ])8 ed 

le Olear output signals above noise level.» 

2o A tube design which .»/ill be easy to con- 
s tract -, 

&« ilreeàoH from serious ohi'aic leakage dili'l- 
caltles at the dielectric», 

I _ c|4/ rw^i: 
■Jsfij- vfe forros tor 

by work to.dates 
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SKAV ÜMKCH.VJI SUS láüQEATQHTí 
Hasflf.chueetta 'institute af Technology 

CèaKhridge „ Mí.aofchuBot t a 

To« Jay W-t Forrester 

From. So Ho ï)odà and F You':-.a 

Subject* .Progresa Report end Develepment Schedule of 
Storage Tube Work 

hate? August 15p 1947 

Immediate Objective a of the Group 

!„ Demonstration unit for the electrostatic otorage tub«*» 

:1o Write reporte on the elec tro etatic storage tub^s0 aa(>diziiig 
teohniouee and dielectric investigations. 

¿, Finish anodising studies 

40 ])©vel«p.sent of equipment for electro static storage tule: testing 

So Processing and testing of modele ? and 9* 

6o Evaporation of beryllium studies* 

f0 Moving 

6345 
Pag® 1 of 8 

Drawing; 

SA-393Í9 

Immediate Objectiva a of lndivld\»al HeBhtga..SiLiM J&JE9HP 

lo a... Ho Rt Campling? Development of 1 p.s to 100 p.e pul.«er, 

2o B* Ho Dodd* Write report an model 50 laeoorandum on nodelo 2., 3., 4„ 
and consult on writing report oí model 1“ Develop clamping circuí-i 

? 
3o r„ Macdonald? Finish anodising studies and write complote 

report « on all phases of hi a work.. 

40 w„ J, Nolans Design demonstration unit for eleotrastetic 
storage tubes.: Write reporte or electrostatic storage tube model 1 and 6* 

5* pc Youtzs Proce SB model» 7 and. 9 and conduct inveetlgaticn* of 
the evaporation of berylliun* 
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£.t!0gr88g..MT?.og-t-_end Ontlino o,? Storage l'ube fyOalectfl. 

1.- Modo! 6 frube had two at cirage surface b and two electron gana« 
Ono storage surface waa with a canting af wlLXamlfcs-.. Th® nsoond surface 
was AljjQ^ • Wo wore luiablo^tf proceua this tube tw that It would have the 
neceaanry high vacuum.. Grids from model 8 and new electron guns were put in 
the envelope of rncdel 8 and designated modal BA.. We were unable to kaep a 
high vacuum In this tuba» Tho envelop« had almost twice the surface area of 
an ordinary cathode ray tuba-, Later Dr* A0 S» Kle-snsteln proceased-a tube of 
comparable size which was coated by us In the light of hla investigations 
and the commenta last December by Hilary Moss of England* we arc■ preba&ing nil 
coated onvolopos.- • (We were unable to fellow this pro c® dure until our own ove no 
wars completed. 

2.- Modal 10 tube ia a replacement for modal 8, it ivas two electron 
guns and one storage surface of AlJ^ with a coatiijg of wi lierai te.- Shis tube 
has been operating satisfactorily rho past fortnight-, Testa wore completed 
with all available test equipment0 These testo indicate the followings 

Holding ¿ym operation wan satisfactory at low repetition 
rates- At high repetition rates the secondary redistri¬ 
bution se eras >o ovorcoma holding gun operation«» 

Necessary to have separate second anodes to allow ndjuatmont 
of accolerations in the two guns.. 

Tha combination of vrillerait® and Al,.0,, has to® high a first 
croBs«veT potential thus roqulring exceeaively largo 
awl t chi ng; pul ae 3 o 

Andlrect evidence that the high first oroasover potential 
requiring high acceleration voltages in holding beam gun 
may be censing progressive breakdown of the dielectricc 

Saparate second anodes should allow higher holding gun 
cuiTsnt ■je 

fo 

&<■ 

.Resolution was approximately flv<» spots to an. inclín 

This would indicate tho feasibility at the mo^en.'i,, of a 
16 X 16 storage matrix for Wi- 

Model 10 tube will be operated each day to detect any signs of faulty operation- 
Further tests of1 resolution,, writing and reading times will be made when the 
necessary test equipment in developed,- 

,3o Modal 11 tube will, be a pcaßibl® roplacament. for madol 10.-, Com¬ 
ponent a for this tub© will t-e kept in n do cleat or end assembled when,© vor 
model 10 falls to operate-. 

.. U _ 
. .^ .. a.; 
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4« Daiaon.gtratlos IMt for íilflcti'Qotatlc atorare Ttn'ba will "be 
designed by îiolnn in oonenïtation with J&y w, Forrester and So H„ Dodd. 
W# will use aa many as posaible of the test units that have proved satisfactory 
in oar teat work.. Construction of demonstration unit will he given to someone 
outside of the storage tube group,. Testing and operation of the unit will he 
done ty someone within the group* 

6« Mode] 7 tube will be constructed in a 2. inch diameter glass 
envelop® with a shielded construction ta isolate stray electrons t.nd will 
contain a flat ..M 0 dielectric and a perforated nickel ahnet with a single 
one-eighth inch diameter hole- This tube will then he used, t© 

e determina the leakage and emiselon characteristic of Alg03 
and 

b., observe these characteristics during a Ufe test., 

6-. Storage surfaces other them AUOg boo® desirable* The physical 
requirements of such a surface are4 

a higii resistivity 

b hibreakdown strength 

c high secondary emission ratio 

dr. lew first croasovar voltage 

®- a material that can be pracesgsd reliably 

f.,. reliable emission ratio as a function of tiro«. 

This requires a careful search of all materials or combination of materiale * 
which meat the above requirements, K- 1.- Heydt is writing a seminar on secondar 
emission, it was suggested that his thesis investigate the secondary emission 
characteristic as a function of time of materials that could be used as storage 
surfaces* 

7. The high secondary omission requirement might b« solved by a 
beryllium mosaic on AlgOj* The evaporation studies of beryllium will attempt 
to determino 

h best method of proco using 

bo ore»page 

Co uniformity 

d, resistance 

e „ reaction with A]',_0 
jG 

There will be consultations with Professor Harris and Professor Nottingham am 
the subject . The literature on the subject will, be surveyed, 
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8* MOA0I. 9 t.utii»: will lie coïietmctad In a aiwllar wanner except 
a coating of beryllium“will be applied to the top aurface of tho Alp0„ 
dielectric and connectiona to thie metallic coating will be made availablet 
Thle tube will be used to Investigate 

a, leakage of Al„Cig dielectric with a beryllium coating and 
technique» of applying this coating;. 

b<, emission characteristic» cf thii coating which any not be 
pure beryllium since it ip expected that this coating will 
be evaporated on the dielectric anti will be subject to 
contamination between fita* of evaporation and assembly in 
air in the model 9 tubo 

c. these emission characteristics v.ill be measured as a function 
of time in a life tes;.. 

9o Ko salt; 'h-. rage surfaces» if the first crossover potentials of 
the conducting areas and the dielectric differ widely this would prevent, 
average» The dielectric surrounding the conducting areas may be driven to 
cathode potential while the conducting; arene should be at collector potential 
The negativo dioleotrio ar»ao would prevent positiva charging of the conducting 
arean« 

10 o Ano dir ing leva st-igat Iona will be couple tad and written up com¬ 
pletely in a series of reports However ths. reaction of with different 
coating» must be investigated later 

11» Cias Data Storage studies have bean postponed until totober flrs'ü 
The subject and plans for. further work will Jt studied at that time.. 

12« Moving Again. The group will move ''rom the first floor of 
Bar ta Building to second floor within the next fortnight. The details and 
supervision of the moving will be handled by cur technicians with the help of 
Al Taylor’s mn» 

13.. Vacuum system construction is pregr®salr,,*, whenever there is 
manpower available to work on it» The oven 11 have boon co\jleted sufficiently 
to use them for annealing and baking of the glass« The gla.-o for the vacuum 
syatem will be assembled on the system whenever we move into >ux new quarters 
and time permits» 

14» Tube Construction Facll'itloif» We Live been using fi.L js„ 
facilities» This is very inconvenient» However it will require it least; 
six more weeks to procure parts and power far the il.J’» Bomber Kost of the 
other facilities can be set up whenever they are needed.. 

150 Sapors»» A high priority has been unsigned to the task * 
writing reports on all phase» of our activities... 

,, ,u, , . jj&iiJmi 

.. . .......ILL.. __:_____.1 _ 
u 

._ 
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ñeca p eai'y 

Modal 10 Tilde 

1„ 

2 o 

3, 
i 

4, 

5, 

' - 5 

áesjs&ñ 

In view of tiio atova outlinod objectivas,, the following tasks are 

Measurements of leakage resistance between electrodes in the 
storage assembly and gun» 

Measurement of Interelectrode capacitance for the storage 
assemblye 

Use clamping circuits to allow observation of signale during 
writing and reading with, holding beam on- 

Teat for time required for writing and resolution. 

Evaluation of tost resulte,. 

Model 11 Tube 

6, Construction of all component o» 

?* Assembly of tub«„ 

8< Procèssing of tub« 

9 ’ Testing for satisfactory operation»., 

g&gBMtrat lon.JinlL_fg.r., Elec tro static Storage Tube a 

10c Design of the unit ,= 

11c Development of new circuits 

12» Supervision of construction., 

13,. Testing of the unit» 

14o Processing of the tube, 

15 - Outline of tests for model ?< 
I 

16r, Testing of model ?■ 

Hodel 9 Tube 

1?» Assombly of t .Ibe = 

18c Proceuelng of tube,, 

19o Outline of teats for model 9, 

20c ' Testing of model 9,. 
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Evaporation of Beryllium on /il 

21o Preparation .and preceeslng of Evaporation Tub© model 2 This 
will have, a wire across th© open part, of the mask.. 

22-. Preparation and processing of Evaporation Tub® model 3o This 
will have a aereen across the open, face of the mask.. 

23=. Preparation and processing of Evaporation Tub© model 4.. This 
has a copper sa si; ovor an anodised cmhossed aluminum plate« 

24.. Evaporate 'beryllium õn six differently treated «ampies of AlJl •. 

25.. Consultation with Professor Harria« Coneultation with Professor 
Nottingham.. 

26.. Survey of the literatim) to study evaporation techniques.. 

AnodfE ini’ Xnvastigat Ions 

37c Investigate method of anodising completely through ridges on 
griddle surface ., 

28« Measure anodised thickness with 1/2 normal acid concentration,, 
1/2 normal current density and with 1/2 normal acid and current,-. 

29-. Determine current versus voltage characteristics after different 
anodizing timos to obtain estimates of best anodising conditio ns-, 

300 ReDistance moaeuremonts «n beryllium coated samples in a high 
vacuum to de terrain© tho offectivenoss of different ¿1,0,. scaling 
mot ho da« ^ 43 

31« Apply insalute to anodised aurfac® to observo reaction between, 
insaluto and A3.„0„ in high vacuum,, 

ti <0 

33.. Apply aquadag t© anodized eurfaco to obaorve reaction betwoen 
aquadrag and Al_0^, in hi(5h vacuum- 

& V 
33« Perform experiments similar to items 31 and 32 for- tiiver paint, 

and silver pasta« 

insalute Testa 

341, So determine whether insalut© supports intro due® unnaoeseary 
leakage patho0 a few simple insaluta structures sealed in a 
high vacuum tmvelops will he tested for leakage« 

Secondary EbA salon from Me tain and Insula tor a gnagiafTwiiW'»«—»»wrfilni>*»i«wiri¡Trr <cUattaama»a«3wOM—«vww»»».iiEr^a>T«I»«««o««av4»í--rti»-t»iitviw—»,«- 

I 
35« Survey of the literature»» 

* 36,- Translation of signlficanfe foreign articloB, 

3?« Summarla© pertinent result's from all available sour cea in a report.- 
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Storaga Surf acto ö*4bar Al,/)^ 

28« Survey' of possible dielectric surfaces-- 

39.1 laveatigat® met,hods of producing those surface g ■■ 

40* Investigate evaporation of i¿ua.rtz in for» of a griddle avrface 
on Al„0_o 

a «3 

41., Ëvaluato different sizes and shapes of griddle pocket Si 

Vamrom Sygte» Construction 

42 Conpletion. of ovens« 

43" Completion of frames® 

44.:. Aaoerably of frames and wiring« 

45« Assembly of glass system for high mcuum work« 

46. Testing and calibration of system for high vacuum wore 

4?. Assembly of second glass ny«Cem 

48= Testing and calibration of »eoond lyotam. 

Tube Construe '.lor, gacilltin.c 

49« Power «und water for Hoff. Bomber =, 

Induction loops for R V • Bombar® 

Flexible lead« for R F. Bomber.. 

Repair H..F<. Bomber... 

Sat up Glaflß forking bench 

Proourements of tube componentb. 

BO.- 

51c 

62 

53.. 

54 c 

âÊËBXÎM 

66o Memorandum on modela 2,, 3,. and 4.. 

66c ¡iodo! le 

57c Medel 5« 

58» Model 6« 

69c Anodising procedm-«ft® 

Measurement of high resistance» and' dielectric characteristic® 60, 
of AlgOg layers 

61, 

62 

Magnetic control for Secondary Wieotron Redistribution.. 

Studies with an Mleotrolytio Tank, 

« U 
..... _j.a.Jn_U,.__ J.. : -: _,.., .V« .:-.. -r,-.,r«wjl 
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Test jilcutpiaer.v, 

63o. Devei'>pi»eAt of 1 ¡.¡.o - 100 us pulwr ■ 
Ô4, Supervifllon of the work la Item 63o 

65^, Supervision of the modiflctition of lih© port Ahle te et 
equipment o 

66o Supervision of setting up test be neben for holding-gun 
operation» 

S- H Dodd 

SBD.ajX/vh 
August 18,, 1947 

cc* E , E Boyd 
S' H.. Caswell 
C H Campling 
To F Clough 
A. B,, Curtis* 
J , 0, Ely 
R. B.> Everett 
H» Fahnestock 
M I. Florencourt 
J, a.. Macdonald 

J. Nolan 
B .. Bo Palmlter 

4 

_h^QLjCt±^s^. 
PatrlcK Tout si <^J (1 
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ar 
Project. ‘AMrlwiaâ. • 

Servomechiolsms Iàcorat.ory 
Hàasacbueotta Xn-räi tute of ïeciuaologr 

.Oauioridge, .Hs'esacàusetts 

SÜBJjæîH PHOGRSSS HTiiffORf ; ‘C ;•• V 

OP STORAGE 'IUEE GflOUP ffB.QM OGTOBEB^^,„mZ..m 

f.o:, Jsy Wv. Forreéisar 

fxe-'ig S.E» i.'odd., '»'„J,., lolaR, aM P-, Tov:hx 

Oats; October 20» 1947 

S3S^ÖL£iLS§ß9i-i 

She iBuaediat© ohjectireo of she group aro outlined oi'ief.'.?/.« v..c« 
'imm edi afee objectives of the individuel Herobers of the group arc. diuouoeed. 
to show the proposed activity o. each, moaher during the next four nee.)-'. 
periodo The c.e:?.t section is a brief jr ogress report and an ou dins of 
all currently active storage tube projacte,. We find it difficult to pro-- 
pare a àetéiled work agenda and ocheoclo for a four ttfeek period, Infor-.:s-o:.- 
troubles., new results appearing in the test pro gran and uew ideas re^viro 
a flexible work agenda which can be best prepared, each day, Wo test wcrr. 
on new di electríce is contemplated duxicg this period. 'She section on 
storage surface material was added to summarise our thoughts on. the aub^ect,. 

Iromedi.s:fce. Objectives:,of ,the Stoyago^Tohejlroux: 

3.., Complete deroonstra.v.ioa unit for the electrostatic storage 
tubes 

2« Write reports on electrostatic storage tubas. 

3., Until demoxmtration unit iß operating satisfactorily, keep 
one test set-up in working order so tb.it we coo. exhibit as a Aemogotratiòn 
th© storage principle on the moot recent storage tube« 

4, Storage iuben Mode 11 »14.,15,16*1? will be constructed and 
tested to determine the relative effecIveneae of griddle vc flat fmrl'aceo 
and the advantages of using berylllufti spots to give better amie, si on and 
signal stability, 

5., Storage tub© Mods 7..,9,.12 and 13 are the first of ». series 
of tubes designed to measure the secondary emission properties of varions 
storage surface materials and then, to nsasurs the life of those properties 
under conditions simulating actual storage tuba operation, 

6., At the end of the period covered by this rosrao m- expect the 
tube construction and testing facilities will be far enough along toward 

a si: 
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ccopletloa so that much of the porsonael' now working on lak and tuci 
■bench, construction can ’bo released for more direct work on constructing 
and testing tubes. 

■geataUye Work. 

1,, C.E.H, Gompllngi Test the 1 to 100 jss puiser. Supar?ieo 
Installation of power for 15.fi!’ test facilitiao and demonstration,. 

2. F.E. Caßwall;. Construction work on r-f bomber. Fewer 
willing in and to demonstrator, , Wiring of power for-annealing oven. 
Construct puiser. Construct tube mount for demonstrator. Help with 
air/ tube construction in on emergency., 

3. i\P. Clough* Procurement for vacuum tube work«: .Maintf^n 
vacuum tub® room and facilities« ®ube construction work, Finish ce?:-» 
otTOCtion work i:a vacuum lube room. Cot one vacuum system operating 
satisfactorily«, Set up ¿aa data etc rag© bench. 

4C A. Curtiss) Set up two test benches«. Construct life 
tost rackso 

5. P„ Darvirrisi Set up t\«o test banches. Coasí;suet life 
test racks„ 

6« S.H, Dodd will work with W.J. Kolan and H, Heydt so help 
with testing. Work on reports on storage tubes«» tepedit© construction 
of demo ns trat or -ind any work except gl^ss work famed oufe'to out sido 
coatractora. 

7„ H.l. ilorencourt? Ooicplete anodising stVidice and.any 
anodizing required for tube construction. Assist la tho testing of 
dielectric surfaces. Starl searches for new dielectrics«» 

8, a.Is. Haydfe will rim the toste outlined in objective 5. 

9. H,.A. Ladd will construct test equipment such as trigger 
generator ao.d work with 51,/1. Caswell. 

10. S.F. ïterkal i/ill renew Ms studies on gas data storage 
which were stopped last er.aaer. 

11» JJI. McCusker will process all vacuum tubes in Bldg. 20» 
Teat our vacuum measuring equipment on. R,IioB. facilities. 

13# W.J0 Solan will assume responsibility for all testing# 
Ho will keep the present, test set-up operating as a. demonstratio» uúfc 
and use it to test all twe^goa storage tubes» Consultation with 
S.H. Dodd, H.L. Heydt and i\.I, Florencout on testing the storage sur¬ 
faces. Layout and superviso construction of puiser. Fut. r-f bomber 
in operation. 

I 
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13,. Joel Simmons trill work on demonstrator* 

14, P„ Youtz-i Tube construction and design. Tube pro¬ 
cessing. Investigation and testing of new techniques for tube con¬ 
struction and processing. Set up a vacuum system and test it,, 
Search for new dielectrics, G-ive a limited amount of assistance to 
gab -data-storage program. 

Progress P.enort and Outline of Storage 'lube Proiecta 

1, S„T, Mod 11A was constructed same as S0T Mod 10, see 
M--ÎÎ5,; except the screen was moved 15 mils from the griddle surface 
and second anodes of two guns not interconnected. Tests were made 
en this tube. These tests indicate the following; 

a. Operation of second anodes of the two guns at 
different potentials is not satisfactory. 

b. Operation of tube very sensitive to variations 
in holding beam velocity and current density. 

c„ Writing tis»© and resolution about the same as 
Mod 10. (50 us, 5 per inch) 

.J 

2. S„T„ Mod 12 was the sama S.T* Mod 70 see M*»9e, with great- 
care to prevent will omite from falling on AX g Og surface. This tube has 
boon constructed« 

3. -, S.T, Mod 13 is similar to Mod 9, see 11-96, except with 
different t-yoe of leads to fce beryllium surface see drawing SA-39364, 
This tube has boon constructed. There was goo» continuity between 
the leads and beryllium. 

4-. S.T. Mod 14A is similar to S.T„ Mod 111 except it baa 
a flat dielectric of Alg Og with willemite instead of a griddle surface. 
This tube is being processed. 

5. S.T. Mod 15 is similar to S„T, Mod 14.it except it has a 
■¿go surface of e, 40 mesh mosaic of beryllium on Alg 0, instead of 

It, 10n 'h’h Tnnri am ni î crntriAnt ( A-! 1 Anm- 

st or 
v/illemite. It has a 100 mesh screen with random alignment. (All co 
ponen ts r.re prepared for this tube),. 

6. S.T. Mod 16 is similar to S„ï,. Mod 15 except it has a. 
100 mesh mosaic of beryllium on Alg Og, It has a 100 mesh screen with, 
the holes in the mesh over beryllium spots. One set of components have 
been orenarsd for thic tuba. We might attempt to get a better mosaic. 

?.. S.T. Mod 17 is similar to S.T, Mod 11A except the griddle 
sur faca is not covered with willeuito but has beryllium in the bottom 
of the pockets. 

8. S.T. Mod 18 is exactly like S.T. Mot. XlA, This is in-.. 
tended as a replacement so that there will always be available a 
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v/orkable storaga tub© for the 
"but the tube v/ill not be aßserabled and pro cae sed unless 

deinonetrator« Components ara,, constructed 
tabled and procaesed unless it ivb Necessary, 

9. S.T. Mod 19 is exactly like S.'J. Mod 12. It in .intended 
as a research tube to be used in the life teefc rack to check operation 
of S.T. Mod 12 and simulate operation of the holding gun. in a sto'fage 
tube instead of the writing gun. 

10. S.T. Mod 20 is exactly like S.T. Mod IS. Thic Will be 
operated in life test rack to sinulate operation of the holdipgvgtm in 
a storage tube. Bote: (It is hoped that the testing program will keep 
peco with the tube construction program. The data should be anal’/cod 
soon enough to forestall construction of any of these Mods, if the 
testing program should so indicate. However there has been a high 
mortality among the two neck tubes lately. This has been occasioned 
by the training of new personnel. Therefore tube construction has 
always been pushed because several accidents have always befallen each 
tube, Whenever any significant test results are obtained the rest of 
the .program v/ill b® examined in the light of these results.^) 

11. K,S.T. Demonstrator. 

a. Test facilities will be used as a demonstratioii until 
demonstrator is completed. 

b. All, circuit schematics have been completed,, 

c. Layouts for the control box and the gate-delay units 
ara complete. Others still in process, 

d„ Control box constructed end gate-delay circuits 
being constructed, 

12c Cas data storage studies will be resumed where they were 
stopped last summer. The gas-data-storage bench will be set up with a 
fore pump and the alphatron^ This study will require construction of 
four more tubes, 

13«, Anodizing of aluminum investigation« were completed and 
written up in a se.■ te of reports and memoranda by J.H. Macdonald* 
H,I, Dlorencourt has taken over this work. She haß anodized sufficiently 
to check her own procedure and the equipment. Also she is checking four 
of J„R„ Macdonald" s tests., lo further test, work 1c contemplated until 
tests on. the storage tubes indicate the necessity. 

14, Test Program to Study Storage Surfaces. 

u 
B„L„ Heydt with assistance from M0I<, Florencourt-^ 
will study emission from Mods 7 and 9 to acquaint 
themselves with the pulse techniques end equipment. 
They can obtain preliminary information on beryllium, 
W0J„ Holán will supervise thin. 
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b, Provide a temporary test set up for life testa 

using present power supplies of benufc.es '1 and 6 
Vrlth extension cables, will require very little 
neu equipment. 

c. Mode IS, 13e 19» 20 and other mods asy be tested 
in this ©quipaent. 

15, Tact Program to study storage operation of the different 

electrostatic storage tubes. Mod HA was tested on benches X and 2, 
hods 141(, 15, IS, 1?,, will also be tested in this set-up. This can 

also be used for demonstrations if reasonable notice of visits is given. 

The circuitb used in this testing are being modified in an 
attempt to get more reliable operation, 

16, Test Equipment, 

\ 

a. , Puiser will be constructed and tested. 

b. Two extra gate and delay four-circuit units will be 

built along with the demonstrator by an outside vendor, 

c. When time permit? more euitable'equipment will be 

constructed for life tests outlined in 14b. 

17, Reports and Memos, 

a. Mod 1 report substantially complete, W,J, .Solan is 
supervising the issuing of drawings, 

b. Memo on Mod 5 is approximately one-half completed, 

c. Memo on Mods 2,.3,4 (one memo on all) not, yet started, 

d. Mod 6 report will be started during this period, 

e. Reports on Mods 10 and HA cannot be started during 
this period, 

18. R? Bomber. 
\ 

Construction work has been practically complete for some 

time. Actual use is dependent upon the arrival of RF Cable 

and some small parts,, and possible operating troubles when 

first turned on, 'An estimate of time on this is very 
difficult. 

19, Construction Work in Vacuum Tube Hook, 

a. Most of the heavy construction work has been completed. 

b. Considerable work must be done an the glass lathe before 
it is useful for glass work. 
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c, Gaa data atoraga tench must "be eat up and tentad. 

d„ One vacuum system will be completed the evenings oí 
October 28, 29» 30,, ihis system will be tested as 
time permits. This system can be used to process 
tubes by tile time the r»f bomber is ready. 

ö„ Plane for an analyser and an annealing oven are in 
the hands of H0 Tonsing. 

20, Storage Surface Material. 

The type of electrostatic storage tube now being considered 
requires for its satisfactory operation a storage surface having the 
following characterIstiCE? 

a. Low first crossover potential 30 to 50 volts desirable, 

b„ High secondary emission ratio and high second crossover' 
A secondary emission ratio greater than two up to 3 or 4 
£V would be desirable 

c. High Insulation resistance to backing or signal plate 
and between storage elements,, 

d„ Stability and‘long life under electron bombardment. 

a. Capacity to signal plate of about 75 upf per eq cm. 

f. Possibility of being formed, into a griddle surface, 
If a griddle surface should be required. 

All tests and studies in the literature indicate Alg 0,,, 
will not fulfill these requirements. The first crossover Is high and max ¬ 
imum secondary emission ratio is low. 

In the present aeries of tubes we will study a beryllium 
oxide mosaic on Al,., 0,. Mutter and Breckenridge have made studies of 
beryllium oxide which indicate it has many of the desirable properties 
that Al,, 0,, lacks. Under investigation are methods of preparing good 
beryllium «ide surfaces. There are two methods contemplated at present,. 
One is to evaporate a film of the metal over a dielectric and oxidise it 
in the presence of á stream of oxygen. (There is some question how thick 
a layer of oxide can be obtained in this manner), The second method is 
to anodize beryllium,, These studies might indicate the advisibllity of a 
series of tubes using beryllium oxide as the dielectric as well as the 
emitter,, 

If a phosphor can be found .having the desirable 
characteristics it would have the advantage of a visual indication of 
storage. Good light output efficiency may loe necessary because of the 
low energy of the holding beam. We have Started a search in this direction» 

lit iitli .i ii .i:i ii'iiiiiniiiiiiiilil; i -! 1 i,.,.,-1,.4:.--..111,1,,.1111,,,1,1 «■jálA: Aiüftt'A 
S' 

. 

w 
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w1' Studies and seercUs » au msoerJ.j.lt: other tîxau phosphors 
et¡( berylliwi osí de cannot ot> started at this tíme,, 

Sic Electron 

The group realizes that design of a gun to .meet the needs oi: 
om* particular type of operation would be desirable,, but we aie unable 
to consider that problem at the présent moment, 

5, 11, Doc.d 

SHD/WJN/Pl/rp 

cc: H, H0 Boyd 
F0 Hn Caeowsll 
C„ II» Campling 
T. F. Clough 
A. H, Curtiss 
P» Dan-irrio 

0. Ely 
K„ A. Everett 
H» Fahnestock 
Mv I» Florencourt 
H» Heydt 
H„ A. Ladd 
R0 F. Merkel 
J. H. McCusker 
J„ Simmons 

If::!1 ? ÜÍt*tòus'. . '''‘a— ■ 'Aj,v. .1.-- • -. -Iiiv Ji . -: •-. , J. . . 'J _ i ,..A'.. 
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Projíict Whirlwind 
Servofflochnnlema L&borato ry 

HaasachuBottB Institute of Technology 
Ca«ibr idgti s Mas r achas et t b 

SÜBJISC?.'; AWp;»l 

To: P.' ï cat 2» S. Do&d„ F, Caswei.l 

✓voa# T. F, Clffigh 

Dato • October J , 194'/ 

Dlecrmlon of Acnifid-^ ProblaiaÊ vi th M;’,- Scntuor.of Ache soa JoiloldB Corp,. 

Ohjsct of di sais alón wait to obtain Information as to the proper use end 
etorago of Aqtadag. Throngh the service» of Hr. Worley's office the Atche son 
Colloids service representatives called at onr laboratories on September 30, 
1947. ’fe obtained nach useful Informt ion ae. to the result of his visit. 

Results of Discussion 

1- Life of the Solution; 

The SD&xiJram life of unopened Jars of aquadag is one (1) year.. The 
life of apene i jare of aquadag is queetionable. The eofigested maximn length 
of timo which a aodltun silicate aquedeg solution should be held,, after mix tare, 
f.e two ¢2) weeks. Daring this time the silicate tends to harden, the mixture 
flakes off ■ the aides of the container aid the carbon particles tend to 
agglomarate. If a skin forms on top of the solution it is su. indication that 
the solution has progressed far beyond the useable stage 

«*1 « 

P., Application. 

Surfaces met be very clean in order to inerre good adhesion. 

3- Thickaees of Coating 

In most cases where a thick coating is necessary it is desirable to 
apply several thin coats rather than one thick one. Theso thin coats should 
be air fried between applications. although baking is probably not necessary 
between coats. The resistance of one (1) thick coat is not appreciably different 
from that of several thin coats and the adhesion of the thin coats is better, 

4., Mixtures 
“SuHont is experimenting using an EC-156 solution which Is 15# solíde 

in a 1-1 solution. This compares to a solids content in aquadag of 20#. The 
DuMont formula is 100 grams of EC-156 solution or aquadag, 20 cc of water, 
30 grams of 30# silicate. This may bo either sodium or potassium. The dilution 
of this formula should not be over 1-2. After the parts are coated they are 
air dried, and. then baked £ hour at 350°“' DuMont is Booking '<0 prevent lift¬ 
ing of ton coating adjacent to a third anode type of glass to metal seal 
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Lifting in being caused in telerisioa tubes by high current density ox* high 
voltage gradient, 

We have been, given a sample of 1Ç4 dag which is graphite ia alcohol. 
This mat be diluted with alcohol„ acetone, carbon tetrachloride efc. Do not 
use petroleum solvents or water. We have a sample of this dag which if 
advantageous for faster drying timo and Is used ©specially in machine assembly 
This was brought by Mr, Sentnor as he was not sure whether our problem in¬ 
volved machines or not. 

5“ BjBcogmMjdatlwe 

Aquadag should be odered in cartone of 12, two oz. jars. Pirat, 
because the small jars will prevent excessive deterioration which would corns 
with the numerous openings of a larger supply. Secondly, because the price is 
reduced by 50$ when ordering by the carton. Orders should b© limited to a 
maximum of one years supply, much less if pceeible, 

Dilution 

Aquadag for brushing should bo diluted 2 or 3 to 1 wich distilled 
water depending on the desired consistency. "Only a vsxy small amount of 
Sodium Silicate should be added for good, adhesion, say from & to 2$. Sodium 
Silicate tends to increase the resistance of the coating. 

Surface Preparation 

The surfaces to which aquadag is to be applied should be very clean. 
Glass should be chromic acid cleaned if necessary. 

inlm 
Before baking, the coating should be well air dried. Aftor this drying, 

bake at 400-500°C for 3-4 hre. with air circulating as at present. This 
belting and air circulation removes the vapors present during the breakdown of 
the organic aquadag binder. 

Application. 

Avoid thick coats. Apply with a soft brush. 

Signed__!■ 1, _ 
~~f „ FT though TFC/sp 
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TO, J* V, Forrester, H. R. Boyd, 11. L. Brown, 
H. Caevall, A. il» Guri»lu», S, H» DoM, 

F-. Youtz, J» 0» Ely, R. R. Kvoratt, 
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H» Fahne «took, W„ J» liólas, A. J» Taylor 

J» R» Macdonald 

SUBJECT; Preparation of Metallic Coatings for Grit. 

Structures 

BATE: December 3.8, 1946 

Several mica plates were partially coatee, with platinum paint 

to serve as eifinal platee In the grid »tructurea of storage tube® imdsr 

construction. The paint used was LiQuld Bright PlatliwjB(colloidal) 

No» 05, manufactured by the Hanovia Chemical and Manufacturing Company, 
Newark, Now Jersey. The procedure in applying and baking the coating was 
as follows; 

1) Apply light coat on. desired area with a small camel--b hair 

brush, Bake for thirty minutes under the Infra red lamp» 

2) Place sample In electric furnace at -.00 f<- Leave door of 

furnace slightly open for tan minute!:* to allow fume a to 
escape» 

3) Cloß« door and adjust temperature for 600° f. 

4} After ten minutes increase temperature to 800-350 degrees. 

Allow sample to remain at this temperature for 30 minutes 
to an hour to drive out, all résiduel moisture. 

5) Apply another coat of paint and repent above procedure» 

If it is desired to have a heavy layer of platinum, two 

coats may be applied with only drying under the heat lamp 

between applications. This saves baking time. The two 
conte aro then baked as above» 

6) The nickel contact luge arc bent into position on the »ample 
after the second or third coat has been baked. Then, the 

luge are painted over with platinum paint to insure good 

contact, and the sample la heated and baked once again a® 
above» 

B»—Silver Coating of Mica 

The Oliver paint usad was Liquid Silver, No» 122-A, manufactured 

by the Hanovia Chemical and Manufacturing Company» The application and heat 

treatment of the eilvor paint is the same as that above for the platinum, with 
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the following exceptions' 

1) The silver paint lo m:>re viacoua aad la aacier to apply« 

2) The coating 1b thicker, eo that two,rather than three 
coat« give a thick enough loyer, 

3) The final phase of the baking can be carried out at 
900-1000° fo Unlike the platinum the silver la parous 
enough to allow any water of hyiratioa from the mica to 
pass thru It without bulging and bubbling« Temperature» 
greater than 1000° Î should not be applied to the mica for 
any period of time exceeding fl?« minute» or the mica 
permanently deteriorates» 

In addition to the silvar coating applied over a large part of 
the surface of several of the mica sample®, silver was also applied ln «mall 
spots or "Islands". The so ware positioned to fall directly beneath the hole® 
in the nickel grid structure. After two coat® were applied to each spot and 
the baking carried out, fine molybdenum wires wore securely attached at each 
edge of the sample with small nickel lugs, and one end of each wire painted 
down to a silver 1aland» 

After baking, these connections were found to have considerable 
mechanical rigidity. Me a sample 

It was founl that connect Iona to the silver could be, made which 
had considerably leas resistance than any possible with the pla'ihum» This 
is due principally to tie thinness of the platinum coating« Minimum re el Bianco 
between terminal® obtaii.abl» with the platinum coating; was 3 ohm*,, with the 
average after three coats being about 6 ohms; whereas, that obtained with 
the silver paint woe usually lesa than »1 ote» 

Ihre to the case with which the «ilrer can be applied, the superior 
continuity end conductivity of a silver surface, and the higher temperature 
at which it can be baknd, it is recommended that future signal plates be 
coated with silver rather than with platinum» , 

It is fur tier recommended that tost,® in vacuum be carried out 
to determine the relative behavior of silver and platinum coatings in vacuna 
as regards occluded gises, evaporation, and permanence» 

JKk-has 

c»Co Br» Brown 
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ÏOs JoW.ïbrrostor, S.ÏÏ.Dodd, H.ïïfcjSrarett, 6345 
J.Oeïïly, H:» Fahottawtook, W.J„lfolan, 
H.E.Boyd, FnHvOfiiflwsXX! A*R»6u,i't>Ins, Pogo X oí 3 psâqs 
A.J»Taylor, ?, lotitæ 

FBOMr J0 Bo#a Macdonald 

SUBJECT! Construction and Operation of an 
Electrolytic Plottlo^ Tank 

DATE; January 17, 1947 

An ©lootrolytic plotting tank has Been constructed for ths 
purpoB® of plotting äquipotential, lince. It ha» recently 'bean applied to 
giro Information concerning relativ*» field strengths and electron pat ha 
between electrodes In the experimental storage tabes* 

The complete installation uoos several pieces of equipment 
and test instrumenta la addition to the metal tank itself» A plan 
diagram 1® as followr. 

ELECTBOLITIC PLOTTING MfK ASSM.B1T 

Panel 

3-1/3’ 
4 

Ballantin® 

T-T . V if. 

Null-Eeadliig 
Meter 
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Xhe tank ttsalf was constructed of 14-ßaugo ahßot altunlnum. Ta» 
cornera of the tank after forming ware aluminum «oldorad, and the ineî.tio 
at the cornera coated with plloene to lueur© wet er-tl ghtne 3«. Fln.allyv four 
coats of plexihlack tar paint were applied to the inside of the tank. Ms# 
paint never gets completely hard, so a thin sheet of rubber was placed over 
most of the inaide bottom surface to keep objects placed in the tank from 
«ticking to the bottom. The tonic does not leak, and the rosi stance between 
the electrolyte and the outside of the tank la of the ordor of one megohm, 

A wooden arm pantograph 1» employed In conjunction with the tank 
for use In moving the probe to determine pointe on®näquipotential line, and 
to record the position of the points accurately,, 

Associated equipment consists of a Hewlett-Packard eigual 
generator model 205Ad, two Ballentino model 300 AO voltmeters, and a voltage 
distribution control panel. 

The electrolytic tank is, In effect, an analogy type computing 
machine,, Soalod electrode» representing the electrodes of the actual tube 
structure are placed in the tank in correct relativa positions and are 
maintained at certain specific potentials by connection to the voltage dis¬ 
tribution circuito Static fields are sot up by these potentiale in the 
electrolyte which fills the tank, and the relue of the potential at any 
position between the electrodes is directly proportional to the potential 
which would be caucel by the asme relative potentials on the elect,rod®« in 
the etorage tube» 

The electrolyte used is tap water with a very email amount of *alfc 
added. Its real stance as measured between small Immersed wires i* o > the 
ordor of 500-2000 ohms. 

Id. practice the plotting of equlpotentlal lineo 1b carried out as 
follovra: A certain equlpotentlal line ie determined upon and the prob® 
voltage set to the value of Its potential. It can be seen that when the 
probe' is at a position, in the tank which also hau this potential there will 
be no current flow between tank and probe. This condition la achieved by 
measuring the current, or actually a voltage proportional tc it, on a 
Ball ant in. e voltmeter and moving the probe in the tank until a minimum reeding 
1« obtained on the voltmeter. After a point has been bo obtained ano., re¬ 
corded on the adjoining paper, the probe ie moved a bit in the expected 
direction of the equlpotentlal line and another point determined by moving 
the probe at right angles to the equlpotentlal line, around this adjoining 
point until another minimum position Is determined. Thus the final 
equlpotentlal Uno consiste of a number of clotjely spaced experimentally 
determined points. 

Alternating current la used with the tank, to minimize electrolysis 
©fícete which would cause the principal vdltnge drop to occur vary do»® 
the surface of the electrodes, and would hence distort the field., A 
frequency of about 350 c.p.e. was selected to minimize phase shifts ana 
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pickup„ Maximum voltaste available across electrodes lu four volts. 
system is grounded end all wlren shielded, hut iuttlally considerable 
troubla was caused by 60 cyclo pickup which materially reduced the 
sensitivity of the device. The effect of this condition was practically 
eliminated by putting a high pan» filter in the circuit between the probe 
and the null-reading voltmeter. This filter wae designed to have exi 
infinite rejection characteristic at 60 c.p.s. and was accurately tuned 
to this frequency. Its nominal out off is 100 c.p.s. Through Its use 
aenaltivitiee of the order of a ratio of 1 to a 1000 between minimum cad 
maximum readings have been easily attained. 

The voltage distribution circuit consists of a. number of 50 -ohm 
wire-wound potentiometers so connected that as many as five instantaneously 
positive separate voltages and five instantaneously negative voltages can be 
obtained at outputs for use in adjusting electrode potentials. The probo 
i» connected so that it can easily be adjusted to either a positive or 
negative voltage with respect to the arbitrarily designated positive fllâ» of 
the two phase line. %e probe itself consists of a short piece cf Si-guag® 
stainleea steel wire and is adjusted in length so that from a l/B to a 1./4 
of an inch of it la Immersed in the electrolyte during plotting, Further 
detail* of the circuits of the voltage distributer and filter can. be found in 
1FHC89-90. 

t 
This tank has thus far been used with several different electrode 

configurations, and the äquipotential linea plotted for each for several 
different values of electrode potentials, Reeults of considerable Interest 
have been obtained and the tank promisee to afford much information con¬ 
cerning electron behavior in the uto rage tube,, A wimple configuration of 
electrode« and equipotential line* Is given below. 

+2 Electro ¿Oís 
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Purpose of Potential Plotting 

An electrolytic tank was constructed to allow the following experi¬ 
mental investigations to be carried outs 

a) A determination of the äquipotential lines between a simulated 
storage-tube gild structure and charged spots on a dielectric 
surface 

b) A determination of the penetration of electric fields into pockets 
and the effect cf differences in potential between pocket walls 
and bottoms» 

Introduction 

The electrolytic tank is, in effect, an analogy-type computing machine« 
Scaled electrodes representing the electrodes of an actual electron tube are 
placed In the tank in correct relative positions and are maintained at specific 
potentials by connection to a voltage distribution circuit. A static two- 
dimensional field is set up In the electrolyte by the potentials of the electrodes, 
and the value of the potential at any position between the electrodes is directly 
proportional to the potential which would be caused by the same rela ive potentials 
on the electrodes of the electron tube. By means of a movable probe attached to a 
pantograph the äquipotential lines may be plotted and so the character of the field 
determined. 

Description of Apparatus 

The layout of the complete apparatus used to plot äquipotential lines 
la shown in Drawing Á-30911. The source of volta e is a Hewley-Packard Signal 
Generator, Model 205-AG. The voltage distribution panel shown in Drawing A-3Q911 
is used to adjust the voltages of as many as ten different electrodes in the tank. 
The circuit of this panel is shown in Drawing A-30912. One Bailan tine Model 
300 a-c voltmeter (V. ) is used to adjust electrode voltages while the other (T-) 
is employed as a null-reading meter to position the probe accurately. 

. ...._ JLJU _1 . 
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The tank used wao made of 14-gange sheet aluminum» After forming, the 
cornera of the tank were aluminum soldered and the inside of the cornera coated 
with olicene to ensure water-tightness. Finally, four coats of plexiblack tar 
paint were allied to the inside of the tank. Since this oaint never becomes 
completely hard, a thin sheet of rubber was placed over most of the inside bottom 
surface to keep objects placed in the tank from sticking to the bottom. It was 
found that the tank did not leak, and the resistance between the electrolyte and 
the metal of the tank was of the order of one megohm. The electrolyte used was 
plain tan-water with a very small amount of salt added. Its resistance measured 
between small Immersed wires was of the order of 500 to 2000 ohms. 

The pantograph shown on .Drawing A—30911 was constructed with wooden arms^ 
A nene 11 is placed at one end, while the metal probe, which dips about one-quarter 
of an inch into the electrolyte, Is at the other end. Thus, motions of the probe 
are duplicated at and recorded by the pencil on the recording paner. Alternating 
current le used with the tank to minimize the electrolysis effects of direct 
current, which would cause the principal voltage drop to occur close to the elec¬ 
trodes and would hence distort the field pattern. A frequency of 250 cycles was 
selected to minimise phase shifts and yet be high enough above line frequency so 
that signal voltage could be effectively separated from line pick-up voltage. 
The maximum voltage available between electrodes was four volts. Although all 
connecting wires were shielded, considerable 60-cycle uick-uo was initially en¬ 
countered, Through the addition of the filter shown in Drawing A-30912, the effect 
of pick-up was practically eliminated, however, and a sensitivity of 1000 to 1 
between maximum and minimum readings of the null-reading meter was attained. 

Operation of the Tank 

In practice, the plotting of equipotential lines is carried out as followss 
a certain äquipotential line is selected for plotting and the probe voltage set to 
its potential. When the probe is placed in a position In the tank which Is also of 
this potential, there will be no current flow between tank and Probe and the null- 
reading meter will read zero (neglecting noise and pick-up voltages). However, for 
any position of the probe in the tank which is not at probe potential, a current 
will flow, causing the null-reading meter to read different from zero. After a 
point in the electrolyte has been found which is at probe potential, the probe is 
moved slightly in the expected direction of the equipo tential line and a minimum 
(or zero) reading obtained by moving the probe bock and forth at right angles to 
the äquipotential line. This process is repeated until the complete ©qulpotentlal 
line has been plotted. Then, the probe voltage la changed and other c-quipotential 
lines determined in like manner. The final equipotentlal lines so found consist 
of a large number of closely spaced points which can easily be joined by smooth 
curves. 

Símala ted Storage-Tube Grid Structures 

In accordance with the first objective on page 1, the tank was first 
employed to plot equipotentlal lines for simulated grid structures. Some of the 
results of this Investigation are given in Drawings B-30939 and 3-33938. 
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Both electrodea and equinotenUal lines are marked with their respective 
potentials. However, the notentiale ehown in these drawings are 100 times 
greater than those actually used in the electrolytic tank. The drawings 
themselves are reduced by a factor of two from the original size of the 
plots on the recording paper. 

Both Drawing B-30939 and B-30938 represent the case in which two 
neighboring spots on the dielectric are charged negatively and positively 
respectively. The snots are separated on either eide V uncharged aero 
potential) regions. The signal grid is negative since this is the condition 
when most secondary electron redistribution takes place. In Drawing B-30939 
the electrodes are effectively one-dimensional, whereas in Drawing 3-30938 
some account is taken of the finite thickness of the signal grid on an electron 
size scale. 

The lines of electric flux can be derived from the äquipotential 
’lines by drawing in a network of linee everywhere orthogonal to the eoui- 
potential lines. Finally, electron trajectories can be determined by any of 
several successive approximation methods described on pages 78 to 85 of 
Reference 1. The determination of neither flux lines nor trajectories has 
been carried out, however, because of the only approximate correspondence between 
the potential lines shown here and the actual equipotentials in a storage tube. 
There are two main causes of this lack of complete correspondence: first, the 
scaling down of the electrode configuration is only approximate, and second, 
the use of äquipotential charged regions on the Mdielectric" surface is only a 
rough approximation of the actual space distribution of potential oi. a charged 
spot on a dielectric having smell but finite conductivity. 

Since an »lectron1s path will roughly follow electric flux lines in 
the direction of increasing potential, the approximate path of an electron can 
easily be seen on Drawings B-30939 and B-30933« Secondary electron redistri¬ 
bution mainly occurs during charging of a spot negatively. Therefore, it can 
be seen that redistribution electrons will leave the spot being charged as it 
becomes more and more negative, will travel approximately perpendicular to the 
equipotential lines, and will either reach the uncharged region between spots 
or finally reach the adjoining positive spot and gradually discharge it. Thus, 
these two drawings graphically illustrate the redistribution phenomena and show 
its deleterious effects. 

The Penetration of Fields into Pockets 

The penetration of electric fields into pockets is illustrated in 
Drawings A-30914 through A-30920. The electrode configuration employed is 
illustrated on each of these graphs» It consists basically of a pocket made 
up of five metal plates which can be moved relative to each other so that the 
depth of the pocket and the overhang or closure of the plates at the top of the 
pocket can be varied independently. For each of these curves, the potential was 
measured along the center line, x„ from the back plate out to the outside of tie 
pocket. Curvee are given for different values of the ratio d/w, different top 
closures, and different plate potential?. 
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The actual field at any point on the center line, x, may he derived from 
these curves hy taking the negative of the slope of a curve at the desired point, 

— --—— where the factor d must he introduced because of the normalization of 
(Ax/d)d 

the abscissae of the curvea. Por example, using a value of 0o04 centimeters for 
d, the field at xfd = 0 for curve B of Drawing A--30914 let 

Ex = -r.il~6Q) -: = —i£_ « 10® volts/cm 
f25 » OJ x .04 1Q~2 

However, the absolute value of the field is not of most interest, since it depends 
'upon the potentials used on the metal plates of the pocket of the model. It is 
the change in the field with different pocket configurations' and different plat® 
potentials that is most important. The throe small inset curves on Drawings 
4-30914, A-30915, and A-30916 give the slope of the curves A, B, C, D at x/d ~ 0 
as a function of the difference in potential bstween the bottom and aide plates 
of the pockets for three different pocket configurations. The slopes plotted are 
the tangents of the actual angles on the graphs obtained by direct measurement 
for the different curves at x/d “ 0 and are hence proportional to the negative of 
the electric field (l.e.,. the force on an electron) at this point. These three 
curves show the effect of static charges on the sides of the pockets uoon the 
field at the bottom. As might be expected, the potential of the aides, and not 
the potential at the top of the pockets, is the determining factor, although the 
degree of plate closure at the top and the ratio d/W may also have an appreciable 
effect on the field. Although the use of metal plates, rather than a charged 
dielectric surface as in an actual pocket; causes the different parts of the pockets 
to be equipotentials, the degree of approximation is still adequate for general 
conclusions to be drawn from the graphs. 

Drawing A-3091? shows the affect of increasing the closure upon the 
potential distribution along the center line of the Pocket. The potential of 
the sides and bottom are the same, since this is the condition which would obtain 
when a pocket was first being charged up. In the region of interest within the 
pocket, 0 x/d 1, there Is surprisingly little difference between the three 
curves, and the difference between half and complete closure is negligible in this 
region. The degree of closure is thus not a very important parameter when d/w - 1 

In Drawing A-3091B, the effects of varying both d/w and the closure are 
compared for the same plate potential conditions as in Drawing A-30917. The inset 
curves give the initial slope obtained for these different conditions as a function 
of d/w and of closure. These few points can indicate only a trend; however, it can 
be seen from the spacing of the two pairs of straight lines that decreasing d/W 
increases the initial field much more than does increasing the closure. Hevertheles 
the effect of increasing closure increases as d/W is decreased. Finally, Drawings 
A-30919 and A-30920 indicate the effect of a positive external pinte, or anode, in 
front of the pocket upon the center-line potential distribution. Inside the pocket, 
the effect is practically negligible for the relative potentials considered. 

The principal conclusions to be drawn from these graphs are; first, that 
adenuate penetration of an electric field into a pocket when walls and bottom are 
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at the aerne potential can be achieved by d^sirTiing the pocket® so that d/Wc 1 
and so that there is some top closure, and second, that the above design 
materially decreases the shielding effect of static charges on the '•«Ils of 
the pocket. In an actual application, the effect of almost completa closure 
would be obtained because the wires of the signal grid would pas« over the top 
of each pocket an well as make electric contact with the tops of the walls of 
the pocket. However, thee© electrolytic tank studies show that the shielding 
effect produced by having the wall® of a pocket at a different potential from 
the bottom may inhibit fields external to the pocket from penetrating to the 
bottom. In practice, however, the potentials of walls and bottom will usually 
not differ greatly because both primary and secondary electrons will strike the 
walla and will therefore charge them up at a rate only slightly different from 
that of the bottom, provided walls and bottom are of the same material. There¬ 
fore, as long as the relation d/W<l is maintained, the actual configuration of 
the pocket can be determined from other considerations than the limitations 
imposed by inadequate field penetration (within wide limits)o 
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